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Invisible airwaves
Crackle with life

Bright antennae bristle
With the energy

Emotional feedback
On a timeless wavelength

Bearing a gift beyond price 
Almost free

Rush - "The spirit of radio"



Abstract

In this report, some waveguide phased antenna arrays are analyzed. To be more specific,

reflection and mutual coupling were determined for plan parallel plate arrays and for rectangular

waveguide arrays.

For plan parallel plate arrays a function theoretic approach was used to determine an analytical

solution for the reflection coefficients in the antenna. From these reflection coefficients, the

mutual coupling between array elements was calculated, using a numerical integration method.
The results reveal that the maximum scan range for a plan parallel plate array is restricted to a

certain value, due to this mutual coupling, resulting in unacceptable reflection coefficients.

To improve the behavior concerning reflection and mutual coupling, a plan parallel plate array

with chokes was considered. This kind of array can be visualized by a plan parallel plate array
where every other elemtent is short circuited at a distance t from the aperture. The resulting

region is denoted "choke ". The function theoretic method proved to be useless for this

configuration. A new method of solution that employs numerical methods, is presented in this

report. It can be concluded that a satisfactory match and mutual coupling can be obtained by

properly selecting Er and tlA.. For a given VSWR value, the corresponding bandwidth was

determined: for Er =4 and t=1.625 em, a 28% bandwidth around 3 GHz is available to achieve a

VSWR~1.50.

A second kind of arrays that was analyzed is a rectangular waveguide array. It can be concluded

that the function theoretic method that was described previously can be used only in two planes of
scan: H plane (scanning in the direction of the magnetic field only) and quasi-E plane (scanning in

the direction of the electric field, whereas phase shifts of 0, 1r, 0, 1r, ... are applied in the direction
of the magnetic field). Only these scan planes were considered. It can be concluded that the

reflection and mutual coupling is even worse than for ordinary plan parallel plate arrays: in this

case the maximum scan angle is restricted to an even lower value than for ordinary plan parallel

plate arrays.

Also the behavior of a single rectangular waveguide in an array environment was considered,
using the same theory as was described above (no scanning). In this case the aperture reflection

was determined. It appeared that the bandwidth over which a certain VSWR is achieved, can be
improved compared to special matching techniques for a single rectangular waveguide: for Er =5

and waveguide dimensions 45.1 x 10.0 mm, a 60% bandwidth around 3 GHz is available to

achieve a VSWR=2.00. Thus it is concluded that a rectangular waveguide in an array

environment is better matched then an isolated element with the same parameters. In case scanning
is applied, it might be useful to consider a rectangular waveguide array with chokes, analogously
to a plan parallel plate array with chokes. This is recommended for further research.
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i. introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. General Introduction

In systems that employ microwave antennas such as radar, communication links and radio

astronomy systems, ever increasing demands concerning directivity and high-speed scanning

capacities are present. These requirements can be met by means of an antenna array of radiating
elements, more specifically, a phased array. A study by van Kuppeveld [22] shows that in most

cases the performance of a phased array exceeds that of a regular reflector antenna. Although
phased arrays are more expensive than reflector antennas for smaller antenna dimensions, these
differences in cost vanish with increasing dimensions and eventually change to the former's

advantage. For this reason phased arrays are usually preferred over reflector antennas for military
purposes. For civil purposes, reflector antennas are usually preferred, which is not always

appropriate.

The analysis of phased array antennas is usually based on classical array theory [2,7,24,25],
where mutual coupling effects are ignored. In systems that require wide angle scanning, this

mutual coupling between array elements can strongly influence the array performance. In the
treatise at hand, periodic structures of plan parallel plates and rectangular waveguides will be
considered. The geometries and properties of these arrays are discussed in more detail in

section 1.2.

In this investigation attention will not only be paid to the effects of mutual coupling, but also to
the match of the array elements to free space: a single waveguide can be perfectly matched to free
space, but in an array environment this behavior generally changes. Although numerous people
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I. Introduction

have investigated both infinite arrays [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,23,29,33,36] and finite arrays
[4,5,6,21,26,30,37], this report may be of practical interest since it attempts to extend the theories

to arrays with chokes (description in section 1.2). An actual solution to the problem of a plan
parallel plate array with chokes will be discussed, similar to [32]. After some possiblities of

solution were studied [15,16,17,18,19,20,27,28,31,34] a function theoretic approach as presented

by N. Amitay, V. Galindo and C.P. Wu [3,14] was chosen.

In Chapter 2 plan parallel plate arrays will be the subject of discussion. Here a theoretic
expression for the reflection coefficient will be derived for an infinite array without chokes. A
partially function theoretic, partially numerical method will be employed to determine the

reflection coefficient for an infinite array with chokes present. Also it will be explained how the

mutual coupling coefficients can be determined. Finally, some numerical results concerning both
reflection and mutual coupling will be presented.

Phased arrays that consist of rectangular waveguides will be discussed in Chapter 3 for two

special kinds of scan: H plane scan and so-called quasi-E plane scan. Again, a theoretic expression

for the reflection coefficient in an array without chokes will be derived for both of the
aforementioned scan cases. Also the mutual coupling coefficients will be part of the discussion.

Numerical results are again presented for both reflection and mutual coupling.

Finally, some conclusions and recommendations are formulated in Chapter 4.

1.2. Description of the Arrays

Some general properties of the arrays that are to be investigated, will be described in this section.
Two kinds of arrays will be dealt with in this report: plan parallel plate arrays and rectangular

waveguide arrays. A more general form for a plan parallel plate array is shown in figure 1.1.

In figure 1.1, the regions marked by "c" are called chokes. The regions marked by "w" are the

array waveguides. Chokes and waveguides are located alternatingly in the array. All chokes have
a height b and a depth t, whereas all waveguides have a height a and are assumed to be infinitely
long. The waveguide and choke walls are assumed to be vanishingly thin and made of a perfect

conductor (a~Oo). The aperture plane of the array coincides with the z=O plane. The array is
infinitely extended into the x and y direction. The half space z ~ 0 is denoted free space region,

with e=eo and Jl=Jlo' Waveguides and chokes are filled dielectrically with (e,Jl,a)=(ew,Jlw,a) and

(e,Jl,a)=(€c,Jlc,ac) respectively. However, in the treatise to follow (€,Jl,a)=(eo,Jlo'O) for both
waveguides and chokes unless explicitly stated otherwise. In order to scan the beam in
o direction, the nih waveguide element is excited with a phase exp( -jmp) and unit amplitude,

where 1/;x = (27ra/A) sinO, a/A being the waveguide dimension in wavelength in x direction.
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exp(-j r/Jx)

exp(-jO)

exp(jr/Jx)

figure 1.1.

1. Introduction

x

z~O:

choke: 6:, jk, DC

waveguide: £W, j.lw, ow

z>O (free space):
E= (/), J.l = f.lJ

'---...,.--------.z

Geometry and properties of a plan parallel plate array with chokes (with

excitation).

z:s;O (waveguide):
6v, J.lw, ow

z>O (free space):
€ = 6), J.l = J.D, a=0

z

figure 1.2. Geometry and properties of a rectangular waveguide array with chokes.

The model described above can also be used for an ordinary plan parallel plate array: the height

of the chokes is then chosen to be zero. In the remainder of this report it is assumed that a=b in

case chokes are present.
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1. Introduction

A more general form for a rectangular waveguide array is depicted in figure 1.2. The grid in

which the waveguides are arranged is rectangular and regular. All waveguides have dimensions a
and b in x and y direction respectively. They are considered to be connected to a perfectly
conducting screen located at z=O. The waveguide walls themselves are assumed to be vanishingly
thin and made of a perfect conductor as well (u-+oo). Again, the aperture plane coincides with the

z=O plane and the half space z~O is called free space region with €=€o and 1l=llo' The array

waveguides are filled dielectrically with (€,Il,U) =(€w,llw'Uw)' However, it is assumed that

(€w,llw,U)=(€o,llo'O) again, unless explicitly stated otherwise. In order to scan the beam in (O,f/J)
direction, the (m,n)th element is excited with a phase exp[ -j(mVtx + nVt)l and unit amplitude,

where Vtx = (21f'al>") sinO cosf/J, Vty = (21f'bl>") sinO sinf/J, ai>.. and bl>" being the element

dimensions in the x and y directions repective1y. In this report, only arrays where c=d=O will be

treated in detail.

- 4 -



2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

Chapter 2
Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

In this chapter infinite linear arrays of parallel plate waveguides will be discussed.
Three seperate cases of parallel plate waveguide arrays will be treated in detail: arrays without
chokes with a single and double periodicity and choked arrays that can only possess a double
periodicity. Eventually, numerical results for reflection and mutual coupling coefficients will be
obtained with various parameters.

2.1. Parallel Plate Arrays Without Chokes

2.1.1. Theoretical Solution
Consider an infinite array of parallel plate waveguides with vanishingly thin walls. All waveguides
are excited in their (fundamental) TEM model with unifonn amplitude. The nth element is excited

with a phase shift exp( -jn1/;) , where 1/;x = (27l'a/A)sinO, a/A being the element spacing in

wavelength in the x direction. It is assumed that the electric field is polarized in the x direction as
well. Therefore the treatise to follow will deal with a true E plane scan. See figure 2.1(a) for the

geometry of the array.

Since the incident electric field consists of an E/ component only, the electromagnetic field can be
derived from a Hertz vector, 11:, which has a single component in the y direction. Thus, if

Excitation by a TEl mode will be discussed in Chapter three and is omitted here.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

x

Ex

Ex

Ex

ZtC~-,
figure 2.I.(a) Plan parallel plate array (front view).

_1r=a1r
y y

then

t
a

y

(2.1)

(2.2)

Since there is only an Ex component (in the fundamental mode), the partial derivative of the Hertz

vector with respect to x is equal to zero. Due to the plan parallel plate structure, there is no y
dependence in the problem. If the waveguides are assumed to be source free (which is reasonable

since the waveguides are long enough), then the Hertz vector satisfies the equation
iJ21r
--y + k 21r = 0 ~ 1r = C1exp( -jkz) + C

2
exp(jkz)

iJz 2 y Y

A time dependence exp(iw t) is assumed and also it is assumed that the fundamental mode is a

wave traveling into the positive z direction. Then
1ry = C1exp( -jkz)

The constant C1 is chosen to be 1 but this is an arbitrary choice. For the incident field this yields:
iJ1r

E = _Y = -jkexp( -jkz)
x iJz (2.3)

iJ21r
jWIlJIy = - y = k2exp( -jkz)

iJz 2

where: k is the wave number.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

Also, the boundary condition Ez = 0 for x=a and x=O has to be satisfied, which is equivalent to:
ihr
-y = 0 for x=a and x=O
iJx

If a Z dependence of exp(r"z) is assumed, a suitable expression for the Hertz vector with z;:5;O is:

11" = 11" a = ayE BnCOS [ n11"x] exp(r"z) for z;:5; 0 (2.4)
- y y n=O a

where: { jvP - (n1l"/a)2
r =n

v(n1l"/a)2 - k 2

when k 2 ~ (n1l"/af

Because the structure of the array is uniform in y direction (this implies that there is definitely no
y dependence) and the incident field is either TEM or TM, which can be observed from (2.2), the

scattered field can only be TEM or TM as well. This will proven in Appendix 1, where the so
called Uniqueness Theorem is stated. This scattered field has to satisfy the one dimensional

Helmholtz equation as well. In the free space region a z dependence of exp( -'Ymz) is assumed.

Then

Now the Hertz vector has to satisfy the two dimensional Helmholtz equation:
iJ211" iJ211"
__y + __y + k 211" = 0
iJx 2 iJz2 y

With the assumption of the Z dependence this equation yields

exp( -1' z) [iJ
2

h(X) + 'Y~;Z(x) + k 2h(X)] = 0
m iJx 2

With the definition

this equation can be reduced to

iJ
2
h(x) + (3~(x) = 0

iJx 2

(2.5)

(2.6)

Due to the periodicity of the structure in x direction and the linear excitation in phase, h(x) is

known to behave as
h(x+a) = h(x)exp( -j1/;)

If a function H(x) is defined as:
H(x) ~ h(x)expU(1/;)a)x]

it can be shown that H(x) is periodical in a since

H(x+a) = h(x+a)exPU(1/;)a)(x+a)] = h(x)exp( -j1/;)expU(1/;)a)x]exPU1/;) = H(x)

- 7 -
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

Thus H(x) can be expanded into a Fourier series as
00

H(x) = L Amexp[ -j(21rm/a)x]
m=-oo

for e ~ {3~

for k 2 < (3~

Using definition (2.7), h(x) can be written as
00 21rm + t/;

h(x) = L Amexp[ -j( x)x]
m=-oo a

All terms of (2.8) have to satisfy equation (2.6), which means that

[
21rm + t/; ] 2 2 21rm + t/;

- x + 13m = 0 =? {3 = x
a m a

Then the propagation constant in the free space region is expressed as

"f = { jVk
2

- {3~
m V{3;, - e

whereas the Hertz vector can be written as
00

7I = 1ri'y = t2y L Amexp( -j{3,,;x - "f,j.) for z~ 0
m=-oo

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.13)

(2.12)

In the equations (2.4) and (2.11) Am and Bn are unknown coefficients which have to be

determined. The actual field distributions can then be obtained from (2.2). For these fields the

boundary conditions across the array aperture state that both the tranverse electric field and the

transverse magnetic field have to be continuous for z=O. As will be derived in Appendix 2.1, this

continuity yields the equations

-jk + ~ Bnrncos (n;x] = -mtoo Am"fmexp(-j{3,,(K)
for xE[O,a]

1 + ~ Bncos [ n;x] = IIltoo Amexp( -j{3,,(K)

From the relations of (2.12) two other equations for Am and Bn can be obtained. For the

calculation of mutual coupling only the coefficient of reflection (Bn) is of interest as will be

explained in section 2.4. For a complete derivation of the equation for Bn the reader is referred to

Appendix 3.1. Here, only the eventual result will be presented.
1 - exp(N) Leo [( _l)n+lexp(jt/;) + 1]_ __----,:o--x_ = B x. mE ]f

r n r '"fm + 0 n=O n - "fm

Equation (2.13) could easily be solved by means of a computer with some numerical methods. For

the sake of insight, however, a function theoretic approach will be employed. Therefore consider

the following contour integral

_1_ f .f(w) dw
2j1r ,w - "fm

where: Cs denotes a closed contour surrounding the first s poles and
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

f(w) is an analytic function with the following properties:

i) f(w) has simple poles at w = -fo' and w = f n, n = 0, 1, 2,' ..

ii) f(w) has simple zeros at w = 'Ym , m = 0, ± 1, ±2,' ..

iii) If(w) 1-+0 as Iwl-oo , and

iv) lim (w + f o)f(w) = 1 - exp(j1/t)
.....-r.

When Cs grows to infinity, the contour integral yields according to the Cauchy residue theorem

t r[fn] 1 - exp(j1/t) = ° (2.14)
n=O f n - 'Ym r o + 'Ym

where r[rn] = lim(w - fn)f(w)
w-r.

Comparing (2.14) to (2.13) shows that formally
r[fn] = Bn[(_l)n+lexp(j1/l) + 1] (2.15)

Thus the determination of Bn has become that of constructing a suitable analytic functionf(w). The

details of constructing such a rather complex function are discussed in Appendix 4.1. Eventually

this function will become
2f (w - 'YJ

f(w) = (1 - exp(j1/l))exp[(w + f o)(al7r)ln2]' 0 •
f o + 'Yo (w + f J(w - f J

IT (w - 'Y)(w - 'Y -n) [ -.!!:.-] 2exp(walmr)
. n=l _2n7l" _ .

IT (r0 + 'Yn)(f0 + 'Y-n) [-.!!:.-] 2exp( - f oaln7l") (2.16)
n=1 2n7l"

IT (f", + f o) ...!!...- exp(-foalm7l")
",=1 m7l"

IT (fm - w) [...!!...-] exp(walm7l")
m=1 m7l"

If the distance between two plates, a, is such that alA :::; ~,then only one mode can propagate in
2

the waveguides. Then it is sufficient to consider the reflection coefficient Bo only. In

Appendix 4.2 it is shown that this coefficient is

Bo = f o - 'YO eXP{-2i [- alfol ln2 + t [tan-I~ + tan-I~ _ tan-l~]] }(2.17)
f o + 'Yo 71" n=l 'Yn 'Y-n f n

f 0 oorresponds to the propagation constant of the only propagating mode and therefore is purely

imaginary (fo=ik). 'Yo is purely imaginary if k 2 ~ (1/I,/a)2. This follows imediately from (2.9)

and (2.10) and is equivalent to 1/1,/271" :::; alA. Since alA :::; ~ (for only one propagating mode) it

is found that the condition for 'Yo to be imaginary is 1/1,/271" :::; ~. This condition is always

satisfied with 1/1 E [0,71"] which corresponds to a complete scan. Thus it can be concluded that 'Yo isx
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

always imaginary. From this syllogism the amplitude of the reflection coefficient, IBoI ' is found

to be

= jk - jkVl - «(30/k)2

jk + jkVl - «(30/k)2

1 - J1 - sin20

1 + J1 - sin20

1 - cosO = tan2!..O
1 + cosO 2

(2.18)

where l/;x = (27ra/A) sinO has been used. IBol is a function of the scan angle only! This result

could be expected since the equivalent problem to a plan parallel plate array with the electric field

perpendicular to the plates is an array of currents parallel to the plates. The problem of mutual

coupling in a phased array antenna made of an infinite current sheet has been solved by Allen and

Diamond [1] and Wheeler [35]. Compared to the solution they presented, here a phase shift is

found. However, if the distance between two plates, a, is chosen to approach zero, the problem is

a complete equivalence to the predescribed current sheet problem and the phase shift vanishes.

2.1.2. Dielectric Loading
With dielectric loading of the whole of the volume between the plates, the problem of determining

the reflection coefficient and the mutual coupling becomes slightly more complicated. The

definition of the propagation constant inside the waveguide region, f m , has to be adapted. Instead

of the definition that was given below (2.4) this becomes

f = { jVkg€,JLr - (n7r/a)2 when ~€,JLr ~ (m7r/a)2
m ./ 2 2V(m7r/a? - ko€,JLr when ko€,JLr < (m7r/a)2

where: ko is the wave number in vacuum

€r is the relative permittivity of the material inside the waveguide

Ilr is the relative permeability of the material inside the waveguide.

In section 2.1.1, the condition for only one mode to propagate was a/A ~ !... This condition
2

stems from the conditions f o is imaginary and f t is real. With dielectric loading, the following

restrictions are necessary for one mode propagating.

(2. 18a)

{

f 0 is imaginary .
f I is real ' eqUIvalent to a/A ~.!. 1

2FA
Since 'Yo remains imaginary as well, the amplitude of the reflection coefficient, IBoI ' becomes

f o - 'Yo = jk r;;;: - jk fl - «(3ik)2 r;;;: - J1 - sin20IBol = V~,I-'-r V V(;,I-'-r

f o + 'Yo jkFA + jkJl - «(3ik)2 FA + J1 - sin20

FA - cosO

FA + cosO

The phase of the reflection coefficient has the same algebraic form as in (2.17). However, for the

propagation constant f m, the definition given in this section is used.

- 10 -



2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

2.2. Parallel Plate Arrays With Double Periodicity

In section 2.1, the unit cell had the dimenisons of a single waveguide. If the unit cell dimensions

(=periodicity) differ from a single waveguide's dimensions, the array is said to have a double

periodicity. In this section, this kind of array will be examined, since it is instructive as a

preparation for parallel plate arrays with chokes. These arrays always have a double periodicity.

A rather simple double periodicity array is chosen for the sake of obtaining insight. The array that
will be examined is shown in figure 2.1(b). It is assumed that the electric field is polarized in the

x direction with strength 1 and 1/2 alternatingly, so the periodicity is 2a instead of a. The array is

assumed to operate under true E plane scan conditions.

z

2a

__.---_---1..- ----; .

exp(-j l/Jx) a

exp(-j l/Jx) a

exp(-jO) %.& ~-'TEM

exp(-jO) Ex ~--"TEM

exp(j l/Jx)

exp(jl/Jx)

figure 2.1. (b) Plan parallel plate array with double periodicity (side view).

Since the incident electric field is polarized in the x direction, it can be derived from a Hertz

vector 1£, having a single component in the y direction. In the waveguide regions, the expressions

for both the incident field and the reflected field remain the same as in the case without double

periodicity. Thus

E: = -jkexp( -jkz)

jwP-oH) = k2exp( -jkz)
(2. 19a)

forO<x~a, and

E: = -}..jkexp( -jkz)
2

jwP-aH: = ~k2exp( -jkz)
(2.19b)

for a~x~2a. The reflected field is expressed in terms of a Hertz vector

- 11 -



for O~x~a, and

2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

for z~O

for z~O

(2.20a)

(2.20b)

for a~x~2a, where

In the free space region a z dependence of exp( -'Ynz) is assumed. Furthermore there is no

y dependence. Then the Hertz vector can be written as

for which the Helmholtz equation

is valid. With the z dependence that was assumed, and the definition

(3; !! k 2 + 'Y;

this equation is reduced to

iJ2k(x) + (32k(x) = 0
ax 2 n

(2.21)

(2.22)

In contrast to the case in which no double periodicity was present, the periodicity in x direction is

now 2a. Then, a valid expression for k(x) is
k(x+2a) = k(x)exp( -N)

Now a function K(x) is defined as
K(x) ~ k(x)exPU(Jt,/2a)x)

Since
K(x+2a) = k(x+2a)exPU(~,/2a)(x+2a») = k(x)exp( -N)expU(l/;/2a)x)exp(j!/;) = K(x)

K(x) is periodical and can be expanded into a Fourier series as

n=-oo

Using definition (2.23), k(x) is written as

- 12 -
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for k 2
;;::: {3~

for k 2 < (3~

2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

CIl 2-m + if;
k(x) = E A"exp[ -j( X)x]

,,=-CIl 2a

All terms of (2.24) have to satisfy (2.22), which yields

_ [2mr

2a

+ if;x] 2 2 _ 27f"n + if;x
+ {3" = 0 "'* {3" - 2a

Then the propagation constant in the free space region is expressed as

"f = { jVk
2

- {3~
" V{3~ - k 2

whereas the Hertz vector can be written as
CIl

7£ = 7I"~ay = ayE Amexp( -j{3"f - "f';') for z~O
m=-oo

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

This expression is valid for all parallel plate arrays with a periodicity of 2a and a distance a

between the plates. The relations that were obtained for the Hertz vector components yield field

expressions as

waveguide region #1 (amplitude=1)

E: = -jkexp( -jkz)

jWJ1-oH) = k2exp( -jkz)

E: = ~ BmrmCos [ :71"x] exp(r,;.)

jWJ1-oYr' = k2EB",cos [ m7l"x] exp(rll;z)
moO a

waveguide region #2 (amplitude=1/2)

E: = -2.jkexp( -jkz)
2

jWJ1-~) = ~2exp(-jkz)

E: = Eclllr",cOS [ m7l" (x-a)] exp(r,,,z)
m=O a

jWJ1-~r' = k 2ECmcos [ m7l" (x-a)] exp(rlllz)
moO a

free space region
CIl

n=-oo
CIl CIl

jWJ1-oHy
S

:: - E ("f~ - (3~)A"exp( -j{3,f - "f"z) = k2E A"exp( -j{3,f - "f"Z)
n=-OO

- 13 -
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

In the aperture (z=o) plane, the tangential E and H are continuous. As in the previous section,

continuity across the aperture between waveguide #1 and free space yields

-jk + ~ BmfmCos [ :7rx] = -nt AnI'nexp( -j{3,f)
xE [O,a] (2.28)

1 + ~ Bmcos [ :7r X] = ni2 Anexp( -j{3,f)

whereas continuity across the aperture between waveguide #2 and free space yields

-ik + ~ CmfmCos [ :7r(x-a)] = -ni2 An'Ynexp( -j{3nx)
xE [a,2a] (2.29)

~ + ~ Cmcos [ :7r(x-a)] = nt Anexp( -j{3~)

With the definitions

J;(x) t! -jk + t B f cos [ m7rx]
m=O m m a

J;(x) t! -ik + t CmfmCos ( m7r (x-a) ]
m=O a

gl(x) t! 1 + f Bmcos [ !!!!S:]
m=O a

g2(X) ~ ~ + f Cmcos [ m7r (x-a) ]- 2 m=O a

(2.30)

these equations can be rewritten as
00

for xE [O,a]
n=-oo

00

for xE [a,2a]
n=-oo

Multiplication by expU{3KX) and integration across the interval of validity yields
aa 00

!J;(x)eXPU{3KX)dx = -n~ An'Yn!expU({3k - {3n)x]dx

2a 00 2afJ;(x)expU{3KX)dx = -n~ An! expU({3k - {3n)x]dx

Adding these equations leads to
a 2a 00 2a

-n~ An'Yn! expU({3k - {3n)x]dx

The right hand side of the above equation contains an integral between a and 2a, which is a

complete unit cell. Only in this case orthogonality as described in Appendix 3.1 can be employed

to yield -2Ak'Yp for this right hand side. Thus

- 14 -



2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

a 2a!~(x)expU.Bit)dx + ft;(x)eXPU.Bit)dx = -2A/yp

Reasoning in a similar way
a 2a!g,(x)expU.Bit)dx + Ig2(x)expU.Bit)dx = 2Aka

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

is derived from the H continuity equations. In Appendix 3.2 it is explained that this set of
equations can be reduced to

1 - expU.Bp) ~ [( -l)m+'expU.Bp) + 1]
- L..J Bm = 0; kE n

'Yk + r 0 moO r m - 'Yk

This equation is very similar to (2.13). However, the numerator in the series expansion in (2.33)

depends on k, since expU.Bka) = expU(21rk + 1/t)/2] = exp(jk1r)' exp(j1/tx/2) = (-I)k expU1/t)2).
Using a function theoretic approach, k will appear in the expression for the residue as in (2.15).

Therefore the problem cannot be solved by this technique. Another possibility would be to make
use of the orthogonality of the cosine function, but this eventually leads to the same problem. It is

concluded that in plan parallel plate arrays with a double periodicity the function theoretic
approach is rejected and numerical methods should be employed to solve the problem. Therefore

~k and Xm•k are defined as:

(2.34)

Then (2.33) is rewritten as
00

~k - LBmXm•k = 0 ; kEn
m=O

(2.35)

Equation (2.35) is valid for all integer values of k. For numerical processing, however, only a

finite number of values for k can be included, thus k = 0,±1,±2,' . ·,±K. On the other hand
only a finite number of waveguide modes can be included, thus m = 0,1,' . ·,M. Then

k = -K

k = -1 ~-, - (Xo.-IBo + xt.-IB I
+ ••• + X B) = 0M.-I M

k = 0 ~o - (xo.oRo + Xl,oBI + '''+X oR ) = 0M. M
k = 1 ~l - (Xo,IBo + XI,IBI + ... + X B ) = 0M,I M

k=K

Or, in matrix notation
f-[x]~=Q (2.36)

- 15 -



2, Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

XO,-t Xt,-t X2,-t

[X] ~ XO,O X1,O X2,O

Equation (2.36) can be solved for ll. to yield
!l. = [xl-If (2.37)

(2.38)

The first component of ll. is Bo which is necessary to determine the mutual coupling (see

section 2.4). Since the inverse of [x] is to be calculated, its number of rows has to be equal to its

number of columns, or 2K + 1 = M + 1 => 2K = M for the inverse to exist.

2.3. Parallel Plate Arrays With Chokes

Consider an infinite array of parallel plate waveguides again, as described in the previous section.

Again, the waveguides are excited in their (fundamental) TEM mode with uniform amplitude and

a linear phase. In contrast to the array of the previous section, however, every other array element

is short circuited at a distance t from the aperture. The resulting structure remains periodical and

all shorts are located at the same depth. It is again assumed that the electric field is polarized in

the x direction. In the equations to be derived, it will be assumed that the array is used for a true

E plane scan. The geometry of the array is depicted in figure 2.2.

Since the incident electric field consists of an Ex component only, it can be derived from a Hertz

vector, .!.' which has a single component in the y direction.

In the waveguide regions the expressions for both the incident field and the reflected field remain

the same as in the case without chokes. Thus

E; = -jkexp( -jkz)

H i k2 ('kz)
y = -,-exp -J

JWP-o

- 16 -



figure 2.2.

2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

-E----.--x~-------.L..--...!·············1·2~
: Z

z[=o
--------------+-------:

t :
!'<-~

Plan parallel plate array with shorts at the position z=-t (=chokes).

The reflected field is expressed in terms of a Hertz vector:

7r = 7rS a = ayE BnCOS [ n7rxl exp(r~) for z~ 0
- y y moO a

(2.39)

where:

In the free space region a z dependence of exp( -"1m2) is assumed. Furthermore there is no y
dependence. Using the same derivation as in the previous section, the Hertz vector is written as

00

2!: = 7r;ay = ay L Amexp( -j(3,,1 - "1m2) for z~O
m=-oo

(2.40)

In the chokes, generally a field will exist due to a wave in the positive z direction and to a wave

in the negative z direction. In this region the Hertz vector satisfies the boundary condition

07r/ox = 0 for x=a and x=2a to obtain a possible Ez component that is equal to zero for these

values of x. Then it is written as

7r; = ~ [Cncos [ n; (x-a)] exp( -r~) + Dncos [ n
a
7r (x-a)] exp(r~)] for z~O (2.41)

Since

o S = _ [002Z7r2SY +E s = 7ry d H S
x - an y

OZ
the field components in the various areas can be expressed as

- 17 -



2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

waveguide region2

E; = -jkexp( -jkz)

jwp.cIl: = k2exp( -jkz)

Ex
s

= EEmfmCos [m7rx] exp(f,;.)
m=O a

jwp.cIl: = k 2EEmcos [ m7rx] exp(fmZ)
m=O a

free space region
00

n=-oo
00 00

jwp.cIl: = - E ('Y~ - (3~)Anexp( -j{3,(t - 'Ynz) = k 2 E Anexp( -j{3,(t - 'Y';')
n;-oo n=-oo

chokes

E: = ~D mfmCos [ :7r(x-a) ] exp(fmZ) - ~ CmfmCos [ :7r(x-a) ] exp( - f ,;.)

jwp.cIl: = k 2EDmCos [ m7r (x-a)] exp(f,;.) + k 2ECmcos [ m7r (x-a)] exp( - f ,;.)
m=O a m=O a

xE [O,a]

In the aperture (z=O) plane, the tangential E and H are continuous. As will be
Appendix 2.2, continuity across the aperture between waveguide and free space yields

-jk + ~ EmfmCOS [ :7rx] = -ni2 An'Ynexp( -j{3,(t)

1 + ~ Emcos [ m;x] ni2 Anexp( -j{3,f)

whereas continuity across the aperture between choke and free space yields

~ (Dm - Cm)fmcos [:7r (x-a)] = -ni2 An'Ynexp( --j{3,f)
xE[a,2a]

~ (Dm + Cm)cos [ :7r(x-a)] = ni2 Anexp( -j{3,(t)

derived in

(2.42)

(2.43)

For the coefficients Cmand Dm , however, another relation is valid as well: for Z=-t all terms in
the expression for Ex in the chokes have to vanish since the short that forms the choke was
assumed to be perfectly conducting, thus

f m(Dmexp( -fmt ) - Cmexp(f,J»)cos [ :7r(x-a)] = °
From this it follows

2 In the waveguide regions, the expressions for the electromagnetic field are valid if 2pa ~x ~ (2p + l)a, in the
chokes they are valid for (2p-l)a~x~2pa. and in the free space region they are valid for all real values of x.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

(2.44)

Equation (2.42) is valid for x E [2pa,(2p+l)a]; p is integer, whereas equations (2.43) and

(2.44) are valid for x E [(2p-l)a,2pa]; p is integer. Thus two sets of equations were obtained,

where it should be noted that (2.44) is valid only for propagating modes. If it is assumed that

there is only one propagating mode, (2.44) is rewritten as
Do = Coexp(rmt) = Coexp(2jkt) (2.45)

= Doexp( -2jkt) + E Dmcos [m7r(x-a)]
moO a

Furthermore it is assumed that all modes, except the propagating mode, are evanescent at a certain

distance from the aperture plane, so they do not exist at the position of the chokes. With only a Do

present at the chokes, only a Co can exist in the chokes and all other components Cm, m = 1,2,3, ...

are zero. Using this property and the definitions

!;(x) ~ -jk + E BmrmCos [ m7rx]
moO a

f 2(x) ~ -coro + EDn.rmCOS [m7r(x_a)]
m=O a

gl(X) ~ 1 + ~ Bmcos [ :7r(x-a)]

g2(X) = Co + EDmCOS [m7r (x-a)]
moO a

the first equation of (2.42) and (2.43) are written as

!;(x) - E An'Ynexp( -j(3~); X E [O,a]
n:-oo

<XI

J;(x) - E An'Ynexp(-j(3~); xE[a,2a]
n=-oo

Multiplication by expU(3,;x) and integration across the interval of validity yields
oo <XI

It;(x)exPU(3,;x)dx = -n~ An'Yn I expU«(3k - (3n)x]dx

20 <XI 2a

fJ;(x)expU(3,;x)dx = -n~ An'Ynj expU«(3k - (3n)x]dx
o 0

Adding these equations leads to
o 2aIf,(x)expU(3,;x)dx + IJ;(x)expU(3,;x)dx

<XI 2a

-n~ An'YnI expU«(3k - (3n)x]dx = -2Ak'Yka (2.46)

(2.47)

where a similar orthogonality as in the previous chapter is used. The remaining equations yield
o 20 <XI 2a!g,(x)expU(3,;x)dx + [g2(x)eXPU(3,;x)dx = n~ AnI expU«(3k - (3n)x]dx = 2Aka

To obtain a more suitable expression, the same technique as the one that was decribed extensively

in the previous section is used. For this reason the derivation is omitted here, and only the result
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

is given:

_1_-_ex_p--=V::-'f3_ka_) [1

"Ik + r o

(2.48)

With the definitions (2.34) equation (2.48) is rewritten as
00

[1 + Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jf3p)]~k - .E [Bm + Dmexp(jf3ka)]Xm,k = 0 (2.49)
m=O

Since exp(jf3ka) = (-I)kexp(jl/J)2), separate expressions for even values of k and for odd values

of k can be formulated as3

00

k even: [l + Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2)]~k - .E [Bm + Dmexp(jl/J)2)lx.m•k = 0
m=O

00

k odd: [1 - Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2)]~k - .E [Bm - Dmexp(jl/J)2)lx.m,k = 0
moO

Or

~ = 00 [ Bm + Dmexp(jl/J)2) ] X
2k ~ 1 + Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2) m,2k

00 [ Bm - Dmexp(jl/J)2) ]
~2k+1 = ~ 1 - Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2) Xm

,2k+1

With the functions Pm and Qm defined as
Bm + Dmexp(jl/J)2)

Pm(t,l/J) ~ 1 + Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2)

B - D exp(jl/J /2)
Q (t .f.) t;. m m x

m ,'I'x - 1 - Doexp( -2jkt)exp(jl/J)2)

equation (2.50) is rewritten in matrix form as

f e = [xJf
f

o
= [xJQ

(2.50)

(2.51)

In this context, k is some kind of counter and is completely independent of k where the waveguide number
was meant.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

XO,-2K X I,-2K X2,-2K

lxJ t!

XO,-2 X t ,-2 X2,-2

XO,O Xt,O X2,O

XO,2 Xt,2 X2,2

XO,-2K+1 X t ,-2K+1 X2,-2K+t

lxJ t!
XO,-I

XO,t

Xl,-I

XI,I

(2.52)

XO,2K+1 X I,2K+t X2,2K+1

with the solutions

Once l!. and Q are known, !1 and D can be found from (2,51), Since Bo only is of particular

interest, it will explained how Bo is derived from Po and Qo:

P (t 1/1) = Bo + Doexp(j1/l/2)
o 'x 1 + Doexp( -2jkt)expU1/I/2)

After rearranging terms:
B = 2PoQo - (Po + Qo)exp(2jkt)

o Po + Qo - 2exp(2jkt)

2PoQo - (Po + Qo)exp(4j1rt/"A)

Po + Qo - 2exp(4j1rt/"A)
(2.53)

In the next section it will be explained how the mutual coupling is derived from Bo. If both

waveguides and chokes are filled with a dielectric material with k=koVE,Ilr ,a similar derivation
as in section 2.1.2. can be made. However, only results will be presented in section 2.5.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

2.4. Mutual Coupling

If only one element in the array is excited, part of the incident energy will be coupled into its
neighboring elements. In the remainder of this report, the excited element is designated as the
zeroth (or center) element. The relative voltage coupled to the mth element is denoted CmJ• By
reprocity CmJ = COm, where COm is the coupling coefficient from the mth element to the center
element when the mth element is excited alone. If the whole array is excited (except the center
element) with unit amplitude and a phase exp(jmt/t), then the total coupling into the center
element, R, is

00

(2.54)
m=-oo

This resultant coupling is also the reflection coefficient of the propagating modes (Bo only) when
the whole array is excited and the central waveguide is terminated by its characteristic impedance.
(2.54) may be regarded as a Fourier series expansion of the reflection coefficient where CmJ is the
mth Fourier coefficient. Dropping the subscript 0 for convenience, it follows immediately that

..
Cm = 2~ JR(t/t) exp( -jmt/t)dt/t:<

-..
(2.55)

Due to the symmetry in the array with respect to the central waveguide, R(t/t) is an even function

of t/t:<. exp( -jmt/t) is written as
exp( -jmt/t) = cos(mt/t) - jsin(mt/t)

Thus, -jR(t/t)sin(mt/t) is an odd function of t/t:<. Integration of -jR(t/t)sin(mt/t) then yields zero.
On the other hand, R(t/t) cos(mt/t) is an even function of t/t:< thus the integration can be restricted
to the interval [0,71"]. Then ..

Cm = ~! R(t/t) cos(mt/t)dt/tx

where: R(t/t) = Bo as defined in (2.17).

(2.56)

Using equation (2.56) with numerical integration, the coupling coefficients can be determined as a
function of distance in the array (=m).

2.5. Numerical Results

In this section numerical results of the calculations that were described in section 2.1-2.3 are
presented, with and without dielectric loading. Results were obtained for both the reflection
coefficient and mutual coupling.

In figure 2.3, the reflection coefficient for a simple plan parallel plate array as described in
section 2.1 is depicted with E, = 1 (no dielectric loading) and with the waveguide dimensions as a
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

parameter, where both amplitude and phase are calculated. In figure 2.4 the corresponding mutual

coupling (amplitude and phase) is shown where the theory of the section 2.1 was used. In

figure 2.5 the reflection coefficient in the same kind of arrays is depicted with fixed waveguide

dimensions (a/A = 0.1) and with Er as a parameter, to investigate the Er dependence. In

figure 2.6 the mutual coupling that results from these reflection coefficients is shown.

From the figures 2.3(a) and 2.S(a), a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) , defined as

VSWR = 1 + IRI
1 - IRI

can be calculated. In Table 2.1 some characteristic values for the VSWR are related to ranges of
scan angles, with and without dielectric loading.

From these results it can be seen that:

1. The match is always the same for Er = 1 (as expected from (2.18» and the coupling

coefficients are better with decreasing waveguide dimensions.

2. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with Er = 1

display a periodic behavior when plotted on single log paper. A line connecting the tops of
this periodic behavior approaches a straight line.

3. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with dielectric

loading show a similar periodic behavior as described above in 2. Also, a line connecting
the tops approaches a straight line. The coupling coefficients are higher with increasing Er •

4. The phases of the coupling coefficients as a function of element location (with and without

dielectric loading) approach horizontal asymptotes. However, perturbations of the

asymptotic form are present. These perturbations increase with increasing waveguide
dimensions. They are assumed to be due to the numerical algorithm.

5. The amplitudes of the reflection coefficients increase with increasing Er , as described by
equation (2. 18a).

For arrays with a double periodicity, the reflection coefficient is depicted as a function of scan
angle in figure 2.7 with the waveguide dimensions as a parameter for Er =1. Both amplitude and

phase were calculated, using the theory of section 2.2. In figure 2.8 the corresponding mutual
coupling is shown. If a/A ~ ~ sudden deviations from a smooth shape were found. The

3

abruptness of these deviations justify the assumption that they are due to the numerical algorithm
that was used. The main conclusion that can be drawn from figure 2.7 and figure 2.8 is:

• The match is better with decreasing waveguide dimensions. This is also true for the

mutual coupling.
For this reason, a small value for the waveguide dimensions will be used in investigating other

arrays with a double periodicity, such as arrays with chokes.
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figure 2.3. (a)

(b)

Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a function of sin(8), with a/A

as a parameter

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in

figure 2.3(a).
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figure 2.4. (a)

(b)

Amplitude of the coupling coefficients as a function of the location in the

array with respect to the central waveguide

Phase of the coupling coefficients.
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(b)

Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a function of sin(O) with the

relative permittivity (eps) as a parameter (a/\=O.l)

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in
figure 2.5(a).
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figure 2.6. (a)

(b)

Amplitude of the coupling coefficients as a function of the location in the

array with respect to the central waveguide

Phase of the coupling coefficients.
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(b)

Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a function of sin(O). withal>..

as a parameter for plan parallel plate arrays with a double periodicity

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in

figure 2. 7(a).
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Amplitude of the coupling coefficient as a function of element location for

plan parallel plate arrays with a double periodicity.

Phase of the coupling coefficients.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

TABLE 2.1. Scan ranges related to some characteristic values for the VSWR

8 [deg] VSWR

~ 1.5 ~ 2.0 00

Er = 1.00

a=O.1OA. < 47.7 < 59.5 90.0

a=0.20A. < 47.7 < 59.5 90.0

a=0.30A. < 47.7 < 59.5 90.0

a=OAOA. < 47.7 < 59.5 90.0

I a=O.1OA. I
Er =l < 47.7 < 59.5 90.0

E =2 < 19.7 < 44.7 90.0r

Er =3 - < 30.1 90.0

Er =4 - - 90.0.

With the theory of section 2.3 concerning plan parallel plate arrays with chokes implemented in
software, the figures 2.9-2.13 were obtained. In figure 2.9 the reflection coefficient as a function
of scan angle is visualized with the choke depth t as a parameter. The waveguide dimensions are
fixed to the value of al>-O = 0.1 for the aforementioned reasons. The mutual coupling that ~
corresponds to the reflection coefficients of figure 2.9 is depicted in figure 2.10.

Also the Er -dependence of the reflection coefficients and the mutual coupling was investigated: in

figure 2.11, the maximum amplitude of the reflection coefficient with 0~ 8~ 90° is plotted as a
function of choke depth with Er as a parameter. Again, alA.. = 0.1, where A. has its free space
value, Ao. The choke depth, however, is given in terms of guide wavelength, A.,. From figure u u\
2:-H it can be seen that no reflection coefficients were determined for tlA., < 0.1, because the
theory implicitly assumes that the evanescent modes are absent at the location z=-t. Therefore,
reflection coefficients at a location very near to the aperture plane cannot be calculated using this
theory. It can also be seen from figure 2.11 that the reflection coefficient has minimum values for
tlA. =0.45 (E =1) and for tlA. =0.32 (E =2, 3, 4). Maximum values for the reflecion coefficients
ErE r

correpond to tlA. =0.22 (E =1) and to tlA. =0.18 (E =2,3,4).ErE r
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figure 2.9(a).
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Amplitude of the coupling coefficients as a function of element location for

plan parallel plate arrays with chokes

Phase of the coupling coefficients.
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figure 2.11. Maximum amplitude of the reflection coefficient as a junction of choke depth tlA,

with the relative permittivity (eps) as a parameter and 05,(j~90°.

To investigate the O-dependence of the reflection coefficient, figure 2.12 is included. Here, the

reflection coefficient is displayed as a function of scan angle with €, as a parameter, al\ = 0.10
and tlA, = 0.35 (where all characteristics are near their minimum values). The corresponding

mutual coupling is shown in figure 2.13.

From the results it can be seen that:

1. The reflection coefficient has minimum values for tlA =0.45 (€ =1) and fortlA =0.32" ,
(€,=2, 3,4). Maximum values for the reflection coefficient occur with tIA,=0.22 (€,=1)

or tlA, =0.18 (€, =2, 3, 4).

2. The maximum values for reflection coefficients are lower than in arrays where no chokes

are present for large values of scan angle. Then, applying chokes in plan parallel plate

arrays is advantageous. Also for certain combinations of tlA, and €" the match van be

improved. For example: from figure 2.11 it can be seen that if f=3 GHz and €, =4
(A =5 cm), a VSWR~ 1.5 can be achieved for a 28% bandwidth with t=1.625 cm.,

3. With a choke depth t=0.32A, the mutual coupling behavior is improved compared to

arrays in which no chokes are present. This improvement is even more obvious with

increasing €,: in ordinary plan parallel plate arrays the mutual coupling deteriorates with

increasing €, whereas the mutual coupling improves with increasing €, for plan parallel

plate arrays with chokes.
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2. Plan Parallel Plate Arrays

4. The phase of the coupling coefficients shows a quite fluctuating behavior. It has not been
subject of investigation where this behavior stems from. This should be subject of further
investigations.

5. With dielectric loading, the amplitude of the reflection coefficient as a function of scan
angle with the relative permittivity as a parameter doesn't change its shape dramatically.
Only a vertical shift toward lower values for this amplitude of the reflection coefficient is

observed.
6. The amplitude of the coupling coefficient doesn't dramatically change its shape with

varying choke depth tlX, or with varying E,. In this case, also a vertical shift is observed
only.

Note: All mutual coupling characteristics don't have a smooth course. The reason is not
numerical: a coupling coefficient is defined only for integer values of element location.
The interconnecting lines are drawn only for rendering insight in this course.
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3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

Chapter 3
Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

In this chapter, phased arrays that consist of rectangular waveguides will be

discussed. For these arrays the method of solution will use a function-theoretic approach as in the

previous chapter. For rectangular waveguides, this analysis was first presented by V. Galindo and

C.P. Wu in 1966 [14]. In this chapter the theory will be presented extensively and will be

extented for the case of dielectric filling of the array waveguides. Furthermore results, that were

obtained by implementing the theory in software, will be presented for both reflection and mutual

coupling.

Consider an infinite array of rectangular waveguides with vanishingly thin walls (c=O and d=O).

All waveguides are excited in the TEIO mode (fundamental mode) with uniform amplitude. For the

geometry, see figure 3.1.

In figure 3.1, element (m,n) is excited with a phase exp[-j(m1/tx +n1/ty )] as was extensively

described in section 1.2, where: 1/tx = (2'7I"Q/A)sinOcosq, and 1/ty = (21l"bIA)sinOsinq, , alA and blA

being the element spacings in wavelength in the x and y directions respectively. It is assumed that

the electric field is polarized in the y direction. In the treatise to follow, only two directions of

scan will be considered: H plane scan and quasi-E plane scan. The precise meaning of this

terminology will be explained below.

H plane scan
For the H plane scan q, = 0 and thus 1/ty = O. The (m,n)th element is thus excited by a phase

shift of exp( -jm1/tx)' Because all elements in one row in the y direction have the same phase shift,

the waveguide walls perpendicular to the electric field don't have an effect on the field
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3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

distributions and therefore may be removed. The problem then reduces to the two-dimensional
situation as depicted in figure 3.2.

z

z

r y

x

figure 3.1. Rectangular waveguide array with a rectangular grid.

figure 3.2. Equivalent problem with H plane scan.

Quasi-E plane scan
The E plane scan leads to a vector electromagnetic problem of considerable complexity and
therefore a so-called quasi-E plane scan will be considered. With this case a phase shift

exp[-j( ±m7l" + n~y)] is applied to the (m,n)th element. This means that the incident waves
alternate in sign from column to column (x direction). Therefore this wave may be considered as a

standing wave in x direction with the waveguide walls located at the nulls of this pseudo standing
wave. Thus the walls parallel to the electric field do not perturb the field distribution and they
may be extended to infinity in the z direction. Then only one column of elements need be
considered. See figure 3.3.
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3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

figure 3.3. Equivalent problem with quasi-E plane scan.

3.1. Theoretical Solution

In this section a theoretical solution for both the quasi-E plane scan case and the H plane scan case

will be obtained. In deriving this solution it is assumed that the free space region corresponds to

z~O, while the waveguide region corresponds to z::;;O. Furthermore, a time dependence of

exp(jwt) is assumed.

3.1.1. Quasi-E Plane Scan
As was stated before, the incident electric field is assumed to be polarized in the y direction.

Thus, only one electric field component is present: E/ This type of field is derivable from a

Hertz vector, :!£' having a single component in the x direction. Thus, if

then

7r=a7r
- x x

E = -VX7r- -
1H = --VxVX7r

jWIJ-o

(3.1)

(3.2)

If it is again assumed that the waveguide regions are source free, then the Hertz vector should

satisfy the equation

For the Hertz vector of (3.1) this reduces to
V27r + k27r = 0

x x
(3.3)

To solve (3.3) the method of separation of variables will be applied. Therefore the functions X(x),

Y(y), and 2(z) will be introduced as:
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3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

1rx = X(x)Y(Y)Z(Z)

Equation (3.3) can now be rewritten as:

yza2x + xza2y + xya2z + k2XYZ = 0
ax2 ay2 az2

or

with the solution

(3.4)

(3.5)

To obtain the incident field, only waves into the positive z direction will be considered. This

yields: C2 =O. Now

_[k2 r2 1 a2Y] _k2+ tun + -- l:J. xYay 2 -

The solution is
(3.6)

It turns out that with the boundery condition X(O)=X(a)=O at x=a and x=O, Ey satisfies its

boundary condition. This also leads to kx = mrla. The resulting equation for Y(y) is

a2y + ey = 0
ay 2 y

where k:!:! r~ + k2 _ (n
a
1r] 2

The solution is
(3.7)

Another restriction to satisfy the boudary condition for Y(y) is:

ay = ay = 0
ay Iy=o ay IY=b

From these boundary conditions it is concluded that C5=O and ky = (m1r)/b.

Combining (3.4)-(3.7) yields the expression for the Hertz vector as:
. n1r m1r

1rx = CIC3C6Sm(aX)cos(Ty)exp( -rmnz)

The constant Cj C1C6 is chosen to be 1, but this is an arbitrary choice again. It is assumed that the

incident wave in the central waveguide is excited in its fundamental mode which means that m=O

and n= 1. Then

1rx = sin( 1rx)exp( - r IOZ)
a
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The resulting incident field is

E i a7rx f . [7r] (fy = -- = 10 sm -x exp - 10 z)az a

i 2

H i 1 aEy -flO. [7r]
x -.-- = -.- sm -x exp( -flO z)

JW/Lo az JW /Lo a

H i 1 aE: flo (7rla) [7r]
z -,-- = -. cos -x exp(-flOz)

JW/Lo ax JW /Lo a

{
jJe - (n7rla)2 - (m7rlb)2 when e ~ (n7rla)2 + (m7rlb)2

J(n7rla)2 + (m7rlbf - k 2 when k 2 :=;; (n7rlaf + (m7rlbf

(3.8)

The waves described by (3.8) may be denoted TEx (TE with respect to x) mode. In Appendix 1 it

is shown that the scattered field is TEx as well, also derivable from a Hertz vector that has to

satisfy equation (3.3). In order to describe the field distribution of the scattered waves, the field

inside the waveguide is expanded into the normal modes natural to the structure, where a z
dependence exp(fll1~) is assumed (m = 0, 1, 2, ... ). The propagation constant is chosen to be f 1m

instead of f nm because of the x dependence of the incident field and the maintainance of the field

type as shown in Appendix 1. From (3.1), the boundary conditions
7rx = 0 for x=O and x=a
a7rx- = 0 for y=O and y=b
ay

have to be satisfied. A suitable expression for the Hertz vector with z:=;;O is:

7rx = fBmCOS [m7ry ] sin [~] exp(f1mz) for z:=;;O
",.0 b a

(3.9)

In the free space region the boundary conditions 7rx =0 for x=O and x=a have to be satisfied as

has been explained previously. If a z dependence of exp( -'Ynz) is assumed, then

7rx(x,y,z) =.f(y). sin( 7rx) exp( -'Ynz) (3.10)
a

Applying (3.3) to (3.10) yields:

(V2 + e)7r
x

= sin( 7rx) exp( -"I z) [-( 7r f.f(y) + a2j(y) + i,j(y) + k2j(y)] = 0
a n a ay 2

With the definition
(3.11)

this equation can be reduced to
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(3.12)

Due to the periodicity of the structure and the linear excitation in phase, a valid expression for fiy)

is:
fly+b) = fly) exp( -j1/;)

If a function F(y) is defined as:
F(y) A fiy) expU(1/;/b)y]

it can be shown that F(y) is periodical in b since

F(y+b) = fly+b) eXPU(1/;/b)(y+b)] = fly) exp( -j1/;y) expU(1/;/b)y] expU1/;) = F(y)

Thus F(y) can be expanded into a Fourier series as
00

F(y) = L Anexp[ -j(27rnlb)y]
n=-oo

Using definition (3.13), fiy) can be written as
00 27rn + 1/;

fly) = L An exp[-j( Y)y]
n=-oo b

All terms of (3.14) have to satisfy equation (3.12), which means that

_
[

27rnb+ 1/;y] 2 2 27rn + 1/;y
+ (3n = 0 ~ (3n = ----;---'-

b

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

Using definition (3.11) leads to

{
I/k2 - (7rla)2 - (3~

"In = V'
/(7rla)2 + (3~ - k2

for k 2 ~ (7rla? + (3~

for k 2 < (7rla? + (3~

(3.16)

whereas combining the equations (3.10), (3.14), and (3.15) leads to

7rx = n~ Anexp( -j(3,y - "Inz)sin [ : x] for z~O (3.17)

In the equations (3.9) and (3.17) An and Bm are unknown coefficients which will have to be

determined. The scattered field distribution in both the free space and waveguide regions may be

obtained from the Hertz vector according to (3.2). The scattered fields inside the waveguide have

to be added to the incident field to constitute the total field. The next step is to match the

boundary conditions across the array aperture. There are three tangential field components to be

matched: Hx ' Hy , and Ey• In Appendix 2.3 it is derived that this continuity leads to the relations
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n~ Anexp( -j{3,l) = 1 + ~ Bmcos [ :1ry ]

t j{3~nexp( -j{3,l) = t Bm [m1r] sin [ m1ry]
n=-~ m=1 b b

t 'Y~nexp( -j{3~) = flO - t flmBmcos [m1ry]
n=-~ m=O b

(3.18)

In the relations of (3.18) only the first equation and the third are independent. The second

equation is derivable from the first by taking a derivative with respect to y. Therefore, only the

first and the third equation of (3.18) will be used to obtain suitable expressions for An and Bm. In

Appendix 3.3 it is explained how these expressions can be derived. They are depicted below:
~ [(-I)m+l eXp(J1/ty) + I]Bm exp(J1/ty) - 1
L..J ----'-::=-- for n = 0, ± 1,' ..
moO 'Yn - filii 'Yn + flO

~ [( _1)m+ I exp(J1/t) + 1]Bm]

L +~
moO 'Yn 1m

(3.19)

The relations that are represented by (3.19) could be solved using a high speed computer with

some numerical methods. However, since only the coefficient Bo is needed for mutual coupling

analysis as will be explained later in this chapter, these numerical methods will be omitted and the

solution will be obtained by a function theoretic approach of the problem.

Consider the following contour integral

_1_ f g(w) dw
2j1r t, w - 'Yn

where Cs denotes a closed contour surrounding the first s poles and

g(w) is a special analytic function required to have the following properties:

i) g(w) has simple poles at w = -flo' and filii' m = 0, 1, 2,' ..
ii) g(w) has simple zeros at w = 'Yn , n = 0, ± 1, ±2,' ..

iii) Ig(w)l~ as Iwl-+CXl, and

iv) lim (w + flO) g(w) = -(exp(J1/ty) - 1).
w-+-r lO

When Cs grows to infinity, the contour integral yield according to the Cauchy residue theorem

t r[f lm] + eXPU1/ty) - 1 = 0 (3.20)
moO f lm - 'Yn flO + 'Yn

where r(f
llll

) = lim(w - f'm)g(w).
lV-fIlii

A comparison between the first equation of (3.19) and (3.20) shows that formally
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(3.21)

Using (3.21) the coefficients Bm can be determined. To determine An' consider the contour integral

_1_ r g(w) dw
2frr b. w + "In

where Cs and g(w) were defined previously

When Cs grows to infinity, this integral yields
expUif;) - 1

g( -"In) + y

rIO - "In
+ t r[I\J = 0

m=O rim + "In
(3.22)

A comparison between the second equation of (3.19) and (3.22) shows that

A . f3n ( )n -J~g -"In
"In

(3.23)

The determination of the unknown mode coefficients has thus become that of finding a suitable
analytic function g(w). The construction, however, is very similar to the one presented in

Appendix 4.1 that was used in the previous chapter. The details will be omitted here, and only the

eventual, rather complex result will be presented:

ClO [ b) 2IT (w - rIm) - m7f' exp(wblm7f')

Thus far it has been assumed that every mode can propagate inside the waveguides. If the
waveguides are to have only one propagating mode, the waveguide dimensions must be such that
bl),)1 - (Xl2a)2 :::;; .!... If this is the case, then, after some manipulations with g(w) , the

2

reflection into the waveguide (Bo) can be found. These manipulations are very similar to the ones
in the case of a plan parallel plate array. This case was treated in the previous chapter. However,
Appendix 4.2 might be used as a guideline for these manipulations. The reflection Bo is eventually

found to be
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flO - 'YoeXP{-2j[G(lflOl) + tan-I~ - tan-I~]1
flO + 'Yo 'Y-I f ll

{2
.[7r - G(lf I) - t _llflOl - t _llflOl t -I If lO l ] 1exp "J - 10 an -- an -- + an --

2 'Yo 'Y-J f ll

(3.24)

The first equation of (3.24) holds in case

!2. ~ (b/"A)Vl
27r

~I
2

whereas the second equation of (3.24) holds when

(b/"A)Vl - ("A/2a)2

In (3.24) use has been made of the function G(x) defined as:

G(x) = _bx ln2 + tan-I~ + f [tan-I"'::' + tan-I~ - tan-I~]
7r 'YI n=2 'Yn 'Y-n fin

3.1.2. H Plane Scan
The H plane scan may be treated in a similar manner as the quasi-E plane scan. The incident

electric field only has a component in the y direction again, which implies that a Hertz vector as

defined in (3.1) is used, with the electromagnetic field given by (3.2). Due to the infinite parallel

plate structure that was obtained by the H plane problem reduction, there is no y dependence in

this Hertz vector, which means that the derivative with respect to y in the Helmholtz equation

(3.3) may be omitted. To obtain an expression for this Hertz vector the method of separation of

variables is used as was done in the previous section. If

7rx = P(x)Q(z)

then the Helmholtz equation for the Hertz vector can be rewritten as

~()2Q = _ [..!..iPP + k2] A (32
Q iJz2 P iJx2 - nO

with the solution

(3.25)

As this is the incident field, the waves traveling into the negative z direction are left out of

consideration. Then K2 =0. The remaining equation for P(x) is

..!.. iJ2p = -(k2 + (32) A -e
P iJx2 nO - x
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The solution to this equation is

The boundary conditions: P(O)=P(a)=O yield kx = mr/a and K4 = O. Combining (3.25)-(3.27)

delivers the expression for the Hertz vector

7I"x = sin [ :71"x] exp( -(3ntl-)

where K1K3 is assumed to be unity again. Furthermore, with the assumption that the array is

excited in the fundamental mode only (n =1)

7I"x = sin [ :x] exp( -(3IOZ)

The resulting incident field is

E i =Y

(3.28)

As was the case with quasi-E plane scan, the field described by (3.28) as well as the scattered

field are TEx' again derivable from the Hertz vector (3.1). To describe the scattered fields inside

the waveguide,a z dependence of exp({3ntl-) is assumed, in analogy to the quasi-E plane scan case

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). Now the boundary conditions Ey=O for x=O and x=a, corresponding to
7I"x = 0 for x=O and x=a

have to be applied. This yields a suitable expression for the Hertz vector with z~ 0 as

7I"x = t Bnsin [ n7l"x] exp({3naZ) for z~ 0
n=1 a

(3.29)

In the free space region the Hertz vector will be independent of y as well (Appendix 1). With a z
dependence of exp( -amz) , the Hertz vector is rewritten as

7I"x(x,z) = g(x)exp( -amZ) (3.30)

In (3.30), g(x) is a function of x which is to be determined here. Applying (3.3) to (3.30) yields

(V'2 + k2)7I"x = exp( -a,;.) [a~:) + a~lg(x) + k 2g(X)] = 0

With the definition
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(3.31)

this equation can be reduced to

(3.32)

Due to the periodicity of the structure and the linear phase excitation, a valid expression for g(x)

is
g(x+a) = g(x)exp( -jif;)

If a function G(x) is defined as
G(x) !!! g(x)expU(if;/a)x]

it can be shown that G(x) is periodical in a since

G(x+a) = g(x+a)expU(if;/a)(x+a)] = g(x)exp( -jif;)exPU(if;/a)x]exp(jif;) = G(x)

Thus G(x) can be expanded into a Fourier series as
00

G(x) = L Amexp[ -j(21rm/a)x]
m=-oo

Using definition (3.33), g(x) can be written as
00 21rm + if;

g(x) = L Amexp[ -j( X)x]
m=-oo a

(3.33)

(3.34)

All terms of (3.34) have to satisfy equation (3.32). This implies

-[ 2rm: "l + If. = 0 => ~'" (3.35)

Using definition (3.31) it is found that

Ct.m = jJk 2
- (3;, = m 1h space harmonic propagation constant

and combining (3.30), (3.34), and (3.35) yields
00

m=-oo

(3.36)

(3.37)

In the equations (3.29) and (3.27) Am and Bn are the coefficient to be determined. Therefore,

continuity of the tangential field components across the aperture is applied to (3.29) and (3.37)

again. Since there is no Hy component, only two tangential field components have to be matched:

H, and Ey• In Appendix 2.4 it is derived that this continuity leads to the following relations for the

coefficients to be determined.
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m::.:-oo

00

E Ama~exp( -j{3~) = (3iosin(~x)
a

00

00

+ E Bn{3~oSin( mrx)
n=l a

00

- E Bnf3naSin( mrx)
n=l a

(3.38)

In Appendix (3.4) it is derived how (3.38) is used to arrive at suitable expressions for Am and Bn•

These expressions are

A ""~ [ expU1/;) + 1_~ B n[( _l)n+lexp(it/;) + 1]]
m 2 {31O {3 L...J n{3nO (3

2a 2a m am - 10 n=1 am + nO (3.39)

~ n[( -l)n+lexpU1/;) + 1] _ exp(it/;) + 1
L...J Bn{3no - {3JO for m = 0, ± 1, ±2,'"
n=I am - f3 no am + (3JO

Again, (3.39) could be solved by numerical methods, but this will not be done for the same

reasons that were used with the quasi-E plane scan. Here, the solution will be found in complex

function theory as well. As the procedure to arrive at the eventual solution is very similar to the

one described in the previous section, it will not be repeated here. Finally it will appear that

inside the waveguide only one mode can propagate if ~:s;a/A:S; 1. In this case, the reflection into
2

the waveguide, BJ, is

o:s; 1/; :s; 27£"( I-a/A)
x (3.40)

Use has been made also of the function F(x) defined as:

F(x) = _ax ln2 + tan-I"'::' + f [tan-I~
7£" a l m=2 am

3.1.3. Mutual Coupling
If only one element in the array is excited, part of the incident energy will be coupled into its

neigboring elements. Let the excited element be designated as the zeroth element, and denote the

relative voltage coupled to the mth element by CillO' By reprocity COm = Cmo, where Cam is the

coupling coefficient from the mth element to the center element when the mth element is excited

alone. Let the whole array be excited with uniform amplitude and the mth element has a phase

shift exp(im1/;) , then the total coupling into the center element, R, is [3]:
00

R = E Cmoexp(im1/;)
m=-oo
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This resultant coupling is also the reflection which will take place when the whole array is

excited. Equation (3.41) may be regarded as a Fourier series expansion of the reflection

coefficient in which Cmo is the mth Fourier coefficient. Dropping the subscript 0 for convenience

and using the theory of section 2.4, it follows that
1t

Cm = ~! R(l/;)cos(ml/;)dl/;

where R(l/;) = Bo for quasi-E plane scan, and

R(l/;) = B] for H plane scan.

(3.42)

(3.43)

Using equation (3.42) with numerical integration, the coupling coefficients can be determined as a

function of distance in the array again.

3.1.4. Dielectric loading
With dielectric loading inside the whole waveguide, the problem becomes somewhat more

complicated: the definition of the propagation constant inside the waveguide, rim for the quasi-E

plane scan, has to be altered. Instead of the definition below (3.8) this becomes

r = { jVk;€,JJ-, - (7rlaf - (m7rlb)2 when k;€,JJ-, ~ (7rla)2 + (m7rlb)2
1m ./ 2 2V(m7rlb)2 + (7rla)2 - ko€,JJ-, when ko€,JJ-, ::; (7rlaf + (m7rlb)2

where: ko is the wave number in vacuum

€, is the relative permittivity of the material inside the waveguide

P-, is the relative permeability of the material inside the waveguide

In section 3.1.1, the condition for only one mode to propagate was (bIA)V1 - (A/2af ::; ~,
2

arising from the conditions rIO is imaginary and r 11 is real, where the latter does not impose a

further restriction since this is (alA) ~ ~, which already followed from the restriction for rIO' In
2

case of dielectric loading the restrictions

{

rio is imaginary. { alA ~ 1I(2f;:)
. , eqUIvalent to

r II IS real (bIA)V€,JJ-, - (A/2a)2 ::; ~

are necessary for one mode propagating.

The first equation of (3.24) is valid for imaginary 'Yo, whereas the second is valid for real values
for 'Yo. This is expressed in the equations below (3.24). A real value for 'Yo means that some of the

energy is radiated into a grating lobe.

Concluding, in the case of dielectric loading with quasi-E plane scan, the expression for the

reflection into the waveguide remains the same as in (3.24), but the definition of rim becomes that
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of (3.43). One mode only can propagate if (b/A)V1 - (A/2a)2

satisfied.

~ I This condition has to be2'

1

A similar treatise holds for the H plane scan. Now, the propagation constant {31O has to be altered

in case of dielectric loading. Instead of the definition below (3.28), this becomes

_ { jVk;€,lJ-r - (mr/a)2 when k;€,lJ-r ~ (mr/a) 2 (3.44)
{3no -/

V(mr/a)2 - k;€,lJ-r when k;€,lJ-r ~ (mr/a)2

where: ko is the wave number in vacuum.

In section 3.1.2, the condition for only one mode to propagate was ~ ~ a/A ~ 1, again arising
2

from the conditions that the propagation constant of the fundamental mode, {31O in this case, is

imaginary, whereas the propagation constant of the first higher order mode, {311 in this case, is

real. In case of dielectric loading, the restrictions

{
{31O is imaginary. 1 1 a
(3 's I ' equivalent to --- ~ ~

II I rea 2 M A M
are necessary for only one mode to propagate.

From definition (3.36) it follows that with these restnctlOns a o is always imaginary as well,

whereas the first equation of (3.40) is valid for real a.1 and the second is valid for imaginary a. l •

Thus, for the H plane scan it can be concluded that the expression for the reflection into the

waveguide remains the same as (3.40), but the definition of {3nO becomes that of (3.44). One mode

only can propagate if 112M ~ a/A ~ 11M. This condition has to be satisfied.

3.2. Numerical Results

In this section numerical results of the calculations that were described in section 3.1 are

presented. Numerical results for coupling coefficients were obtained for both quasi-E plane scan

and H plane scan, with and without dielectric loading. Since the reflection coefficient is important

as well, some results concerning this coefficient will also be presented.

In figure 3.4, the reflection coefficient is depicted for a quasi-E plane scan with €r = 1 (no

dielectric loading) and with the waveguide dimensions as a parameter, where both amplitude and

phase are included. In figure 3.5, the actual mutual coupling (amplitude and phase difference) is

depicted where the theory of section 3.1.3 was used.
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Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a junction of sin(O), with

alA = blA as parameter (quasi-E plane)

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in

figure 3.4(a).
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Amplitude of the coupling coefficients as a junction of the location in the

array with respect to the central waveguide (quasi-E plane)

Phase difference between the successive coupling coefficients.
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In figure 3.6 the reflection coefficient for a quasi-E plane scan with fixed waveguide dimensions
(al"A=bl"A=O.5 to be able to examine a broad area of €r values) and with €r as a parameter is
depicted to investigate the €r -dependence. In figure 3.7 the corresponding mutual coupling is
shown. For further information concerning the €r-dependence, figure 3.8 is included. Here the
coupling of the neighbor-element into the excited element is shown as a function of €r'

In the H plane scan case, the numerical results for the reflection coefficient with €r = 1 and with
the waveguide dimensions as a parameter are shown in figure 3.9. The corresponding mutual
coupling is shown in figure 3.10. In figure 3.11 the reflection coefficient in the H plane scan case
is depicted with fixed waveguide dimensions (al"A=bl"A=O.5 for the aforementioned reasons) and
with €r as a paramater. The corresponding mutual coupling is included in figure 3.12
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figure 3.6. (a)

(b)

Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a function of sin(O), with the

relative permittivity (eps) as a parameter (quasi-E plane)

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in

figure 3.6(a).
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Amplitude of the coupling coefficients as a function of the location in the
array with respect to the central waveguide (H plane)
Phase difference between the successive coupling coefficients.
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Amplitude of the reflection coefficient R, as a function of sin(8), with the

relative permittivity (eps) as a parameter (H plane)

Phase of the reflection coefficient R, with the same parameters as in

figure 3.11 (a).
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Amplitude of the coupling coefficient as a function of the location in the

array with respect to the central waveguide (H plane)

Phase difference between the successive coupling coefficients.
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From the figures 3.4(a), 3.6(a), 3.9(a) and 3. 11(a), the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)

VSWR = 1 + IRI (3.48)
1 - IRI

can be calculated. In Table 1 some characteristic values for the VSWR are related to ranges of

scan angles for both H plane scan and quasi-E plane scan, with and without dielectric loading.

For the quasi-E plane scan it can be seen that:

1. Both the match and the coupling coefficients are better with increasing waveguide

dimensions and E, =1.
2. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with E, = 1

approach asymptotes with slope -3/2 regardless of the array waveguide dimensions.

However, these asymptotes are reached faster with increasing waveguide dimensions.

3. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with dielectric

loading approach asymptotes with slope -2 regardless of the relative permittivity for the

waveguide dimensions alA = blA = 0.50. However, the asymptotes are reached faster

with increasing E, and the amplitudes of the coupling coefficients are smaller with

increasing E,.

4. The phase difference between the successive coupling coefficients as a function of element

location (with and without dielectric loading) approach horizontal asymptotes. However,

some perturbations of the asymptotic form are present. With increasing accuracy this

ripple deminishes so it is assumed that it is caused by the numerical algorithm.

5. There is no transmission into free space for the waveguide dimensions alA = blA = 0.50

regardless of the relative permittivity, unless for 0=0.

6. The amplitude of the coupling coefficient of a neighbor element into the central waveguide

decreases with increasing E, (at cut-off).

For the H plane scan it can be seen that:

1. Both the match and the coupling coefficients are better with increasing waveguide

dimensions and E, = 1.
2. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with E, = 1

approach asymptotes with slope -3/2 regardless of the array waveguide dimensions.

However, these asymptotes are reached faster with increasing waveguide dimensions. Also

the asymptotes are reached faster than in the quasi-E plane scan case and the coupling

coefficients are smaller than in the quasi-E plane scan case for the same waveguide

dimensions.
3. The amplitudes of the coupling coefficients as functions of element location with dielectric

loading approach asymptotes with slope -3/2 regardless of the relative permittivity for the

waveguide dimensions alA = blA = 0.50. The asymptotes are reached at a certain

distance from the excited waveguide (8 elements or more) especially for smaller values of

E, (E, = 1.25). In the asymptotic form the coupling coefficients are smaller with increasing

E, and they are smaller than in the quasi-E plane scan case for the same waveguide dimensions.
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4. The phase differences between the successive coupling coefficients without dielectric
loading approach horizontal asymptotes where the same perturbations as in the quasi-E

plane scan are notified (even worse). It is assumed that this ripple is caused by the

numerical algorithm again. With dielectric loading the situation is somewhat more

complicated. Also horizontal asymptotes are reached, but in a much more unpredictable

way. The asymptotes are reached more smoothly with increasing €r'

5. The amplitude behavior of the coupling coefficient of a neighbor element into the central

element is seen to be quite unpredictable. Therefore a seperate figure to depict this

behavior is omitted.
6. For 1.25 ~€r ~2.00 an excellent match can be obtained for the array waveguide

dimensions a=b =0. 50A .

TABLE 3.1. Scan ranges related to some characteristic values for the VSWR.

I

O[deg]

II

VSWR

I~ 1.5 ~ ~ 2.0 ~ 00

I Quasi-E plane, €r = 1.00 I
a=b=0.55A < 18.2 < 21.0 > 25.1

a=b=0.60A < 24.3 < 27.9 > 33.6

a=b=0.65A < 28.3 < 33.6 > 39.6

a=b=0.70A < 31.6 < 37.3 > 44.2

I Quasi-E plane, a=b=0.50A I
€r = 1.25 0 0 > 0

€r = 1.50 0 0 > 0

€, = 1.75 0 0 > 0

€, =2.00 0 0 > 0

I H plane, Er = 1.00 I
a=b=0.55A > 50.7 > 33.2 -

a=b=0.60A > 33.6 > 0.00 -

a=b=0.65A > 15.8 > 0.00 -

a=b=0.70A > 0.00 > 0.00 -
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TABLE 3.1. (continued)

H plane, a=b=0.50h

E, = 1.25 41.5-70.6 < 76.2 > 82.5

E, = 1.50 < 62.0 < 69.1 > 82.5

E,=1.75 < 54.8 < 63.4 > 82.5

E,=2.00 < 48.0 < 59.7 > 82.5

With the software that was developed in order to obtain the numerical results at hand, the

reflection coefficient as a function of frequency can be calculated as well, with fixed waveguide

dimensions. However, in terms of wavelength these dimensions do change, causing the variation

in reflection coefficient. In figure 3.13, the aperture reflection (=amplitude of the reflection

coefficient in dB) is plotted as a function of frequency for an X band waveguide in an infinite

array. The dimensions of such a waveguide are: a=2.286 cm (0.9"); b= 1.016 cm (0.4"). Two

cases are included: an array without dielectric loading (E, = 1) and one with dielectric loading

(E, =2.53). Scanning properties are not included in figure 3.13, which implies 8=0. From figure

3.13 it can be seen that it is advantageous to use an array with a dielectric material, since a good

match for a frequency band can be obtained then. In figure 3.13 an aperture reflection of less than

-10 dB can be obtained for a 31 % bandwidth (VSWR= 1.22) around 5.5 GHz. This center

frequency can be varied by selecting another E,.

In figure 3.14 a similar plot is made for a square waveguide (dimensions a=b=2.7 cm) filled

with a dielectric material (E,=2.53) without scanning (8=0). Now, an aperture reflection of less

than -10 dB (VSWR= 1.22) can be obtained for a 31 % bandwidth around 4.5 GHz and an

aperture reflection of less than -20 dB (VSWR= 1.02) can be obtained for a 12 % bandwidth

around 4.5 GHz. This is only slightly less than the 18% bandwidth around 4.2 GHz that was

achieved by Tian et.al. [38] using a rather complex airgap aperture matching technique. Note that

the results that were obtained in the report at hand do not require a special matching technique!

Thus by including the waveguide in an array environment only, a good match can be obtained

without further matching techniques and without matching of the array elements separately.

Another illustration of this result is the so-called Microstrip-Like Antenna (MLA) [38]. An MLA

is a waveguide antenna of small height and large width, filled with a dielectric material. In

figure 3.15 the waveguide dimensions are a=8.3 cm; b= 1.0 cm and E, =2.53. No scanning is

included (8=0). An aperture reflection of less than -10 dB (VSWR= 1.22) can be obtained for a

34 % bandwidth around 1.45 GHz by including the element in an array, whereas the same VSWR

can be achieved for an 8% bandwidth around 1.6 GHz using the airgap technique by Tian [38].

Again, no special matching technique was employed in the report at hand.
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From the figures 3.13 to 3.15 it can be observed that the aperture reflection (coefficient) always
has a minimum. This minimum and the corresponding frequency can be calculated. From (3.40)

and (3.44) it can be found that the amplitude of the reflection coefficient equals zero in case
CXo=1310 , It can be derived that this is equivalent to

a 1 1

Ao 2 /E,Jlr - 1

Thus

!r=c=c 1
o Ao 2al 1

yE,Jlr -

wher.e: 10 is the frequency for which the minimum aperture reflection can be achieved

c is the speed of light in vacuum (=3'108 m/s).

(3.50)

The result is that a perfect match (aperture reflection = - 00 dB) can be obtained if the frequency

equals 10. This also means that an array element can be perfectly matched to free space for a given
frequency to by simply selecting an appropriate material (Er , /1-'). From the cut-off frequencies of

the dominant mode (TE IO) and the first higher order mode (TE2o) it appears that the zero aperture

reflection occurs only in the band mentioned above if Er /1-r ~ ~ "'" 1.333. Two applications of
the above conclusions will be discussed below:
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(3.52)

(3.53)

3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

1. Detennination of €, for given VSWR, bandwidth, frequency ifo) and waveguide dimensions

(a,b). If the maximum allowable VSWR equals 2.00, then IB!I ~ ~ from (3.40). The n=n sign

yields the equation IB! I = ~, equivalent to

I 1 _/r-€,1-'-'----4-1(-\-/a-)-Z
V ~ 1 (3.51)

1 + V€,I-', - ~(A/a)2 '3

Equation (3.51) has two solutions corresponding to
I

(a/Ao)! = --;::::===
J4E,I-', - 1

The solutions (3.52) are proportional to the frequencies for which a VSWR of 2.00 can be

achieved. Thus a bandwidth, B, is defined as
I I

B A I(a/Ao)2 - (a/Ao)\ I
- (a/Ao)c

where: (a/Ao)c is as defined by equation (3.49).

Equation (3.53) leads to an equation for E,I-', that cannot be solved analytically; numerical methods

will have to be employed. However, this is omitted here and some numerical results are presented

in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2. Relative permittivity for a given VS~ and bandwidth

I VSWR II Bandwidth, B II E, I
2.00 35.2% 8

2.00 27.3% 9

2.00 22.0% 10

The values in Table 3.2 were obtained for a match frequency 10=3 GHz resulting in a=2.00 cm

(b arbitrary). A VSWR ~ 2.00 can be achieved for the frequency span 2.402 - 3.062 GHz

around 3.000 GHz resulting in the 22.0% bandwidth for €, = 10.

2. Determination of a for given VSWR, bandwidth, frequency ifo) and E, • In this case

equation (3.53) is valid again in combination with (3.49). (a/Ao)! and (a/Ao)2 are obtained from

equation (3.52). Since the frequency ifo) is known, the resulting equation is

a = _c_1 (a/\)2 - (a/\)tl (3.54)
fooB

Some numerical results are given in Table 3.3.
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3. Rectangular Waveguide Arrays

TABLE 3.3. Waveguide dimension afor a given f r , VSWR and bandwidth.

VSWR I to [GHz] CJI B I a [em]

2.00 3.000 5 60% 4.51

2.00 3.000 10 25% 1.76

2.00 3.000 15 15% 1.38
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

Chapter 4
Conclusions and
Recommendations

4.1. Conclusions

In this report two different kinds of phased antenna arrays were discussed: plan parallel plate

arrays and rectangular waveguide arrays. For both kinds of arrays some conclusions will be

formulated below.

For the plan parallel plate arrays an analytical solution for the reflection coefficient was found in

the literature by applying methods of complex function theory. It has been derived how coupling

coefficients can be determined from a reflection coefficient. The analysis was made for arrays

with and without dielectric loading and the scan is a true E plane scan. From numerical results, it

appears that the maximum scan angle is restricted to a certain value for a desired VSWR. This

restriction is due to the mutual coupling between array elements.

If the periodicity of the array is twice the the distance between the plates, Le. an array with a

double periodicity, it can be concluded that both the match and the mutual coupling have been

improved compared to the ordinary plan parallel plate array. However, the conclusion that the

function theory, that was used to obtain results for the ordinary plan parallel plate arrays, cannot

be used, has to be drawn as well. In general, it appears that only arrays in which a periodic cell

has the same dimensions as the distance between the plates 'can be treated using this function

theory. In all other cases, numerical methods have to be employed.
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A plan parallel plate array with chokes is a special case of plan parallel plate arrays with a double

peridicity. For this configuration a new method of solution has been developed. This method

employs certain functions that are mutual orthogonal. With this technique, part of the unknown

coefficients can be explicitly expressed in terms of other coefficients. This leads to elimination of
part of the unknown coefficients, so only the coefficients of interest can be determined, whereas

the others are left unknown. Eventually the problem is solved numerically, where as few matrix

operations as possible have to be performed. The conclusion is that plan parallel plate arrays with

chokes have lower reflection coefficients than ordinary plan parallel plate arrays for large scan

angles. If wide-angle scanning is desired, applying chokes is advantageous. The mutual coupling

is in the same order of magnitude for both arrays (c, = 1). However, with increasing c" the

mutual coupling decreases if chokes are applied. By selecting c, and tiA. properly, satisfactory
results can be obtained for match and mutual coupling. For example if c =4; 1=3 GHz, ,
(>"=10 cm); t=1.625 cm, a bandwidth of 0.84 GHz around 3 GHz (=28%) is available for a

VSWR:s 1.5!

The second kind of arrays, rectangular waveguide arrays, were successfully analyzed by a similar

function theoretic technique as was used to analyze plan parallel plate arrays without chokes. Only

two special scan planes were considered: H plane scan and quasi-E plane scan. For the rectangular
waveguide arrays it can be concluded that both the mutual coupling characteristics and the

reflection coefficients are better for H plane scan.

Also, the behavior of the reflection coefficients was studied for a single rectangular waveguide in

an array environment. The waveguides have fixed dimensions whereas the frequency is variable.

It is derived that a perfect match can be obtained for one frequency. This frequency can be

adjusted by selecting a material with appropriate c, and fJ." Also, a bandwidth around this zero

reflection frequency, for which the VSWR is smaller than some specified value, was determined.
For example: if c,=5 and the waveguide dimensions are 45.1 x 10.0 mm, a 60% bandwidth

around 3 GHz is available to achieve a VSWR=2.00. In fact, the matching in this case is

independent of the height b. It is concluded that a rectangular waveguide in an array environment
is better matched than an isolated element with the same parameters.

All aforementioned theories were extended to the case in which the array waveguides (and chokes,

if present) are filled with a dielectric material. The conclusions that are to be drawn then do not

essentially deviate from the conclusions above.

4.2.. Recommendations

In all figures, the mutual coupling phase characteristics show a more or less fluctuating behavior.
In this report it is assumed that the fluctuations are due to the numerical algorithms that were

employed. This could, however, be subject of further investigation.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

For all arrays that were examined, the coefficients of the eletromagnetic field anywhere in space

can be determined with the relations that were derived. Thus, also the electromagnetic field in the

free space region can be calculated. From the expression for the electric field, the radiated

(received) power is given by the well known relation

(4.1)

where: ~ is the free space impedance (=1207r) in Ohms

r, 0 and ¢ are defined in figure 3.1.

By relation (4.1), the radiation pattern can be determined and the effects of mutual coupling on it

may be examined. Also the antenna gain, which is a measure for the directivity, can be calculated

according to

G(r O,J,.) = P(r,O,¢)
, ,,+, P,I47r

where: G(r,O,¢) is the antenna gain

PI is the power that is supplied to the antenna.

(4.2)

Another possible extension to the theory that is presented in this report is to examine rectangular

waveguide arrays protruding through a perfectly conducting screen. Such a geometry can be seen

as the two dimensional equivalent to plan parallel plate arrays with chokes. A possible geometry is

visualized in figure 4.1. This figure should be read in a similar way as figure 1.2.

y

x

•.. /·c
.·········t

z~O (waveguide):
611, j.lw, ow

-t~z~O (choke):
6:, f.J.c, DC

z>O (free space):
€= 6), J.l = jJJ, u=o

z

figure 4.1. Rectangular waveguide array with chokes.
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Appendix 1. Uniqueness Theorem

Appendix 1
Uniqueness Theorem

The electromagnetic field for z~ 0, in the situation depicted in figure A1.I, is

determined completely by the tangential field components in the z=O plane. This essentially is a

statement of the uniqueness theorem.

figure Al.I. Aperture in an infinite, perfectly conducting screen.

In this section, the uniqueness theorem will be proved, from which it will follow that the scattered

fields are TEx when the incident field is TEx across the aperture of a waveguide. Before proving

the wtiqueness theorem, the following lemma has to be proved

Lemma
Assume that in a volume V with surface S the medium can be described by E, J1., and (J, where

(E,J1.,(J) E lR.3. Furthermore, an electromagnetic field <B,ll> exists in V. See figure AI.2. In this

case

(AI. I)
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Appendix 1. Uniqueness Theorem

figure Al.2. Uniqueness theorem.

Proof

With the assumptions, the surface integral can be rewritten as

!gXH*.df! = -[V.<gXH*)dV (A1.2)

Furthermore
V·<g XH*) = H*·V xE - E·V xH*

Substitution in (AI.2) yield (AI. I)

-jwp.H· H* - g( -jWfg* + agO)

•
Let illl,HI ) be an electromagnetic field in V with its sources outside V. Consequently, let (£,lb)
be another electromagnetic field in V. Both fields satisfy Maxwell's equations, and so does the

difference field. Substitution of this difference field into (A1.I) yields

fiE -E)x(H -H)*.da=jw[fp.IH -HI 2dV- fflE -E I2dV] +aflE -EI 2dV
!~I 4 -I ~ - t -I ~ t -I 4 t -I 4

(AI.3)

If either the tangential field components iii and ~ or the tangential field components HI and lb
are equal on S, the surface integral in (AI.3) vanishes. Thus both the real and the imaginary part

in the right hand side of (A1.3) are equal to zero. This is only possible if iii = ~ and HI = lb in

any point in V. Thus the field in a point inside V is completely determined by either the tangential

electric field or the tangential magnetic field on S. Then for all field components a separate

homogenous Helmholtz equation is valid. With an electric field component Ex (Ey) only in the

aperture, this means that there will be an Ex (E) component only. Only then the direction is

constant is well. This was to be proven.
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Appendix 2
Continuity of the Tangential
Fields

Al.!. Plan Parallel Plates - No Chokes

If 1r = a 1r then
- y y

For the scattered Ex field, E/, it can be written

Ex' = !..-t Bncos [ n1rx] exp(fnZ)
OZ n=O a

= t Bnfncos [ n;x] exp(fnZ)

E: = !- t Amexp( -j{3"f - 'Y';')
OZm=-oo

00

= - L Am'Ymexp( -j{3,.f - 'YmZ)
m=-oo

The incident field is

EX

i
= -jkexp( -jkz)

for z~O

for z~O

(A2.1)

(A2.2)

Across the aperture of the array, the relation

E: Izoo + E:(z ~ 0) Izoo = Ex'(z~ 0) Izoo

is valid. Thus

-jk + t BnfnCos [ n;x] = - mta> Am'Ymexp( -j{3n~)

This is the first equation of (2.12)
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Appendix 2. Continuity of the Tangential Fields

For the scattered Hy field, Hr', it can be written

jwp./!: = - [ a
2

2
+ a

2

2
] f Bncos( mrx)exp(rnz)

az ax n=O a
'" '

-L Bn[r~ - (mr f]cos( mrx)exp(rnZ)
n=O a a

'"
= k 2L Bncos( mrx)exp(rnZ) for z ~O

n=O a

(A2A)

. 1-1 S
jWp.O'"y =

m=-Q)

(A2.5)

The incident field component is

'"
= k 2 L Amexp( -j{3,,1 - 'Y"f.)

m=-oo
for z~O

Across the apertures, the relation

jwp./!:Iz=o + jwp.oH/(z~O)lz=o =jwp.p:(z~O)Iz=o

is valid, thus

'" '"
k 2 + k 2L Bncos(~) = k2 L Amexp( -j{3nf)

n=O a m=-'"

Division by k? yield the second equation of (2.12).

(A2.6)

A2.2. Plan Parallel Plates - Chokes

The Ex continuity equation for the junction between waveguide and free space is

E;lz=o + E;(waveguide)lz=o = ExS(free space)lz=o

whereas the Hy continuity equation for this junction is

jwp./!: Iz=o + jwp./!;(waveguide) Iz=O = jwp.p;(free space) Iz=O

For the junction between choke and free space, the Ex continuity equation is

E;(choke)lz=o = E;(free space)lz=o

whereas the Hy continuity equation for this junction is

jwp.oH/(choke) Iz=O = jwp.p;(free space) Iz=O

Substitution of the above equations, yield the relations described by (2.26) and (2.27).
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Appendix 2. Continuity of the Tangential Fields

Quasi-E Plane

If 'll" = a7r then
- x x

For the scattered Ey field, E/, it can be written

E; = -!.- f Anexp( -j{3~ - 'Ynz) sin(~)
oZn=-oo a

00

= sin( 7rx) .E 'Yn-4nexp( -j{3~ - 'Y,1.) for Z~ 0
a n=-oo

00

-sin(7rx).Erl Bmcos(m7ry)exp(r l ,1.) for z=:;O
a m=O m b I

The incident field is

Across the aperture of the array waveguides, the relation

E: Izoo + E;(z =:; 0) Izoo = E;(z~0) Izoo

is valid. Thus
00 00

rlOsin(~x) - sin(7rx).Er),flmcos(m7ry) = sin(7rx).E 'Yn-4nexp(-j{3~)
a a moO b a n=-oo

Division by sin( 7rx) yields the third equation of (3.18).
a

For the scattered Hx field, H/, it can be written

jWJJ..oHx' = - [ 0
2

2
+ 0

2

2
] f Anexp( -j{3~ - 'Ynz)sin(~x)

oy OZ n=-oo a
00

= -.E An('Y~ - (3~)exp( -j{3~ - 'Ynz)sin( 7rx)
n=-oo a
00 T

= .E An(k
2

- 2)exp( -j{3~ - 'Ynz)sin( 7rx) for z~O
n=-oo a a
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Appendix 2. Continuity of the Tangential Fields

jwp. 1-1: - [~ + ~] ~ B cos( m7ry)sin( 7rx)exp(f
1

z)
0" .. , a 2 a 2 L.J mba my Z m=O

00

- L Bm(rim - (m7r l)cos( m7ry)sin( 7rx)exp(f r".z)
moO b b a
~ 2 7r2 m7r. 7r

= L.J Bm(k -""""2)cos(-y)sm(-x)exp(f111lZ) for Z~ 0
m=O a b a

(A2.11)

The incident field component is

jwp.rIll =-fiosin( 7rx)exp( -flal) = (k 2 - 7r
2
sin( 7rx)exp( -fIal)

a a) a

Across the apertures, the relation

jwp.rIll Iz=O + jwp.oH:(z~ 0) Izoo = jwp.rIl:(z~ 0) Izoo

2 00 2 00

+ (k 2
- 7r)sin(~)LBmcos(m7ry) = (k 2 - 7r)sin(7rx).E A"exp(-j{3~)

a a moO b a a ,,=-00

(A2.12)
2

Division by (k2-~)sin(7rx) yields the first equation of (3.1S).
a 2 a

holds, thus

7r2 7r(k 2 -_)sin(_x)
a 2 a

For the scattered Hy field, H/, it can be written

jwp.rIl: =~ t A"exp( -j{3~ - 'Y~)sin(~)
axay" =-00 a

00

- L jA fl,,(7r)exp(-j{3,y - 'Y"z)cos(~) for z~O
"=-00 a a

jwp. 1-1y
S =~~ B cos( m7ry)sin(.~x)exp(fl 7)

0"" axay~ mba m-
oo

= -.E B
m

( m7r)( 7r )sin( m7ry)cos(~x)exp(fl".z) for z ~ 0
moO b a b a

(A2.13)

(A2.14)

Due to the absence of an incident Hy component, the relation that is now valid across the aperture

is

Thus
00

-( 7r)cos( 7rx) L j{3"A"exp( -j{3~)
a a ,,=-00

00

7r 7r ~ m7r. m7r-(-)cos(-x)L.J Bm(-)sm(-y)
a a moO b b

(A2.15)

Division by -( 7r )cos( 7rx) yields the second equation of (3 .IS). By the above derivations all three

equations of (3. fS) areaexplained.
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Appendix 2, Continuity of the Tangential Fields

With the same choice for the Hertz vector, the field components are derived from this vector in

the same way as decribed in the previous section. Thus, for the scattered Ey field, Ey', it can be

written

for z~O (A2.16)

00

-L Bj3nrflin( n7rx)exp(,6naZ)
n=l a

for z::;;O (A2.17)

The incident field is

Across the apertures of the array waveguides, the relation

E: I zoo + E;(z::;; 0) 1.=0 = E;(z ~ 0) 1zoo

is valid. Thus
00 00

L Amcxmexp(-j,6nf) = ,6wsin(~) - L Bj3"rflin( mrx)
m=-oo a n=1 a

This is the second equation of (3.38).

For the scattered Hx field, H/, it can be written

(A2.18)

00

-L Amcx;,exp(-j,6l1f-cx"l.) for z~O
n=-co

(A2.19)
00

-L Bn,6~sin( mrx)exp(,6,qZ) for z::;; 0
n=1 a

(A2.20)

The incident field component is

-,6~osin( 11"x)exp( -,6wz)
a

Across the aperture, the relation

jW/l-oH: 1.=0 + jW/l-oHxS(z::;; 0) 1.=0 = jW/l-oHxS(z ~ 0) 1.=0

Thus

m=-oo

00 00

- ~ A cx2 exp(-J'R x) = _R2IoSin( 11" x) - ~ B"R2nosin( n1l"x)L...J /11 III IJ m IJ L...J IJ
a n=l a

Division by -1 yields the first equation of (3.38).
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Appendix 2. Continuity of the Tangential Fields

Now, it is not possible to construct an equation for the continuity of the By component since it is

neccessary to take a derivative with respect to y in obtaining an expression for By. As the Hertz
vector does not have any y dependence, these derivatives are zero for all values of z.
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Appendix 3
Rewriting of the Field
Expressions

A3.1. Plan Parallel Plates - No Chokes

To obtain further suitable expressions for Am and Bn> the first equation of (2.12) is multiplied by

expU{3Kt). This yields

-jkexp(j{3Kt) + f, BnrnCos( mrx)expU{3~) = - f, Am'YmexpU({3k - {3~xl
n=O a m=-oo

By integration with respect to x from 0 to a, it is obtained that

a ex» a 00 a

-jkIexp(j{3Kt)dx + ~ Bnrn! cos( n;x)exp(j{3Kt)d.x = -m~ Am'Ym! expU({3k - (3m)X1dx(A3.1)

The right hand side of (A3.1) differs from 0 only if k=n, due to orthogonality. Then the result of

the integral in the right hand side term is a which leads to

Using the integrals

a 00 a

-jk! exp(j{3Kt)dx + ~ Bnrn! COS(':;x)exp(j{3Kt)dx = -Ak'Yka (A3.2)

equation (A3.2) is rewritten as (where all subscripts k have been replaced by m in order to avoid

confusion, due to the same notation for the wave number k. This will be done throughout the

remainder of the treatise without further mentioning)
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-Am'Yma = k{3m[l - eX;(i1/;)] + j{3m'E Bnr n[(_l)n+l
exp

(j1/;) : 1] (A3.3)

{3m n=O (3~ _ [n;]
In obtaining (A3.3), the relation exp(i{3ma) = expU(2mll" + 1/;)] :0 exp(i1/;) is used. Using the

relation 'Y~ - r; = {3~ - (nll"/a)2, (A3.3) is rewritten as

A = _ k{3m [1 - eXPU1/;)] _ j{3m~ B r [( -l)n+lexPU1/;) + 1] (A3.4)
m a'V 2 _ r2 a'V ~ n n 2 _ r2

'm 'Ym 0 'm n-O 'Ym n

Reasoning in a similar way (Le. multiplication by expU{3,;x) and consequently integration with

respect to x from 0 to a), the second equation of (2.12) is rewritten as

A = j{3m [1 - eXPU1/;)] + j{3m~ B [( _l)n+lexp(i1/;) + 1] (A3.5)
m a 2 2 LJ n 2 2

'Ym - ro a n=O 'Ym - rn

Adding (A3.4) and (A3.5) leads to an expression for Am. Subtracting (A3.4) from (A3.5) yields an

expression for the coefficients Bn as

[

1 - eXP(j1/;)] [k{3m _ j{3m] _ j{3m'E B [rn + 1] [( _l)n+lexp(i1/;) + 1] = 0
2 _ r2 -a'V a a n 'V 2 _ r 2

'Ym 0 'm n=O 'm 'Ym n

or

1 - exp(j1/;) =~ B [( -lr'expU1/;) + 1]
+r LJn r-'Ym 0 n=O n 'Ym

This is equation (2.13).

A3.2. Plan Parallel Plates - Double Periodicity

Using standard integrals as in Appendix 3.1, the left hand side terms of equation (2.31) can be

written as

a 1 expU{3 a) 00 [( l)m+lexp(j{3 a) + 1]

!f,(x)eXP(i{3 )dx = -jk'j{3 - k + ~ B r 'j{3 - k
1 ,;x k {32 LJmm k {32 (/)2k m=O k - mll" a

2a 1 - expU{3 a)Jfix)expU{3,;x)dx = -ik -j{3k 2 k . exp(j{3ka) +
a ~

00 • [( _l)m+l exp(j{3 a) + 1] .
+ L cn.rm'J{3k 2 k . exp(i{3p)

m=O {3k - (mll"/a?

whereas the left hand side terms of equation (2.32) can be rewritten as
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From a physical point of view, the assumption em = ~Bm is made. With this assumption and the

above integrals substituted into (2.31) and (2.32), two other equations are obtained. If the one

corresponding to (2.31) is devided by 'Yk and consequently both equations are added, this yields

[
j{3] 1 - exp(j{3 a)

-jk' _k + j{3k [1 + ~exp(j{3ka)] k +
'Yk 2 {3;

+ ~B
m

[1 I (j{3 )](r / ).'{3' [( -1 )m+lexp(j{3ka) + 1] = 0
L + 2"exp ka m 'Yk } k ---:-2-----
moO {3k - (m1r/a)2

+ 1]
= 0

Division by [1 + ~exp(j{3ka)] leads to (2.33).

AJ.3. Quasi-E Plane

(A3.6)

To obtain further suitable expressions for An and Bm, the first equation of (3.18) is multiplied by

exp(j{3kY)' This yields
~ ~

exp(j{3,y) L Anexp( -j{3,) = exp(j{3kY) + exp(j{3ky)L Bmcos( m1ry)
n=-~ m=O b

Thus
~ ~

L AnexpU({3k -(3n)Y] = exp(j{3kY) + L Bmcos( m1ry)exp(j{3kY)
n=-~ m=O b

By integration with repect to Y from 0 to b, it is obtained that
~ b b ~ b

n~ AnIexpU({3k -{3n)y]dy = !exp(j{3,y)dy + ~ BmICOS(:1ry)exp(j{3ky)dy

The left hand side of (A3.6) differs from 0 only, if k=n, due to orthogonality. Then, the result of

the integral in the left hand side term is b, which leads to
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boob

bAn = rexp(j{3~)dy + E Bmf COS( m1ry)exp(j{3~)dy
~ m=O ~ b

Using the integrals
b!exp(j{3~)dy = ~n (1 - exp(j{3nb»)

b '{3 b 2[1 (l)m+1 (j{3 b)]

! (m1r) (j{3)d J n + - exp ncos _y exp ~ y = ------"------::------------"-
b (3;p2 - m21r2

equation (A3.7) is rewritten as

• 00 J'{3 b J( l)m+lexp(j{3 b) + 1]
bA = ..L(1 - ex (j{3 ») + ~B n -l - n

n {3 p ~ LJ m (32z,,2 2 2n m=0,.u - m 1r

(A3.7)

(A3.8)

(A3.9)

. [1 - exp(jt/;) ~ [( _l)m+lexp(jt/;) + I]B ]=J{3 y + LJ y m

n {3~ m=O (3~ - [~1rr
In obtainin (A3.8), the relation expU{3nb) = exp[j(2n1r+t/;)l = expUt/;) is used. Using the

relation 'Y~ - rim = {3~ - (m1r/b)2, (A3.8) is rewritten as

A = -j{3n [exput/;) - 1 _ t [( _l)m+lexpUt/;y) + 1]Bm]
n b 2_ r 2 _ 2_ r 2

'Yn 10 m-O 'Yn 1m

Reasoning in a similar way (Le. multiplication by expU{3JY) and subsequently integration with

respect to y from 0 to b), the third equation of (3.18) is rewritten as

b = _. [exput/;y) - l.
r

+ ~ [( _l)m+lexp(jt/;) + 1]Bmr 1m]
'Y"An J{3" 2 2 10 LJ 2 2

'Y" - rIO m=O 'Y" - rIm

or

A = -j{3" [exput/;) - l.
r

+ ~ [(_l)m+leXpUt/;) + l]Bmr lm]
"b 2 _ 2 10 L..::- 2 _ 2

'Yn 'Yn rIO m-O 'Yn rIm

Adding equations (A3.9) and (A3.1O) leads to

2A = expUt/;) - 1 j{3n(l + ~)j{3nt [( _l)m+leXpUt/;) + 1]Bm.( rim
" 2 _ r2 b '"II b _ 2 _ r 2 '"II

'Y" 10 'n m-O 'Yn 1111 'n
- 1)

(A3.1O)

_j{3n [exput/;) - 1 _ t [(-I)III+1expUt/;) + I]BIII ]

b'Yn 'Yn - rIO m=O 'Yn + rim

Division by 2 yields the second equation of (3.19). When (A3.9) is subtracted from (A3.1O), one

obtains the first equation of (3.19).
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Appendix 3. Rewriting of the Field Expressions

In the H plane scan case, suitable expressions for Am and Bn will have to be found. To do so, the

second equation of (3.38) is multiplied by exp(j{3~). This yields
~ ~

L A ma mexp[}({3t -(3,,,)x] = (3lOsin(~)expU{3~) - L bn{3nosin(mrx)expU{3~)
m~-~ a n=1 a

By integration with respect to x from 0 to a,it is obtained that
OCI a a DO a

~ Amam!exp[}({3t-{3m)x]dx = (3lO! sin(:x)expU{3~)dx - ~ Bn{3no! sin( n;x)exp(j{3~)dx
(A3.1l)

The left hand side of equation (A3.1l) differs from zero only, if k=n, due to orthogonality. Then

(A3.I2)

Using the integral
a!sin( n;x)expU{3"f)dx

equation (A3.I2) is rewritten as

1r i-- [( _l)n>lexp(j{3ma) + 1J
+ - L...J B {3nOn.o-------....::

an=1 n 2 _ [n1r] 213m -
a

By using the relations a;n - {3~o = {3;n - (n1r/a? and exp(j{3ma) = expU1/;), it follows that

(3 lO1r expU1/;x + 1) 1rL~ [( -l)n>lexp(j1/;x) + 1J
A a a = -' + - B {3nOn.o---::---::------=

m m a 2 {32 n 2 2
am - 10 a n=t am - (3nO

Eventually this leads to

A = -1r [ expU1/;) + 1 _ i-- B [( _l)n>lexp(j1/;) + 1J]
m '" a2 {31O 2 _ {32 ~ ,f3nan 2 _ (32

'"""m am 10 n-I am nO

Reasoning in a similar way, the first equation of (3.38) is rewritten as

2 -(3io1r expU1/;) + 1 1ri-- 2 [(-l)n>lexPU1/;x) + 1]
Amanll . - - L...J B {3;.on~~--=--,:"""::"~---=

a 2 {32 a n=1 n a 2 _ {32am - 10 m nO

or

(A3.I3)

(A3.I4)

A =~ [(32 exp(j1/;) + 1 + i-- B R.2 [( -Ir'expU1/;x)
//I 2 10 2 2 L...J,tJnan 2 2

ama 2 am - {31O n=t am - {3nO

Adding equations (A3.I4) and (A3.I5) leads to

(A3.I5)
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= _ 'Tr [ expUl/;) + I _ ~ B [( _l)n+l exPUl/;) + I J]
-2- (310 (3 L n(3nJl (3
(){n/l 2 (){m - 10 n=l (){m + nO

Division by 2 yields the first equation of (3.39). When (A3.I4) is subtracted from (A3.IS), one
obtains the second equation of (3.39).
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Appendix 4
Construction of a Suitable
Analytic Function

A4.1. Construction

(A4.1)f(w)

The problem is to find a suitable expression for f(w). f(w) is chosen to have the following form
00 2

p(w)(w - 'YO>II (w - 'Yn)(w - 'Y-n) -!!:..- exp(walmr)
n=l 2mr

(w + ro)(w - r O>ll (rm - w) [.!!:-] exp(walm7l")
m=l m7l"

In choosing f(w), the distribution of zeroes and poles has been taken in accordance with condition

i) and ii). The exponential factors in the infinite products in (A4.l) are introduced for the sake of

rendering the latter convergent. The presence of p(w) is necessary in order to make f(w) satisfy

condition iii). To determine the functional form of p(w) the following observations are helpful;

namely for large m
m7l" 2m7l" + if;x

r m "'" -, and 'Ym "'"
a a

In the neighborhood of the point at infinity

I I
I 2 1

2m
7l" + if; I'Ym = y13m - k 2

::= a x ~ 'Y-m ::=

Consider the function
00

2 2n7l" + if;x 2n7l" - if;
(w - )(w - X)exp(waln7l")

a a
p(w)(w - 'Yo)II

n=l

- w)exp(walm7l")

wa - if; wa + if;
sin x. sin x
. 2 2

(w + r 0)(w - r 0)IT [.!!:-] (m7l"
m=1 m7l" a

wa - if; wa + if;
_ 'Y)r x r x

o 211' 271"
p(w)(w

J;(w)

71" sinwa
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Appendix 4. Construction of a Suitable Analytic Function

where: f(z) ~ 1 _
CXl

z' exp{-yz)II (1 + ~)exp( -zln)
n=1 n

Then lim J;(w)/f(w) = 1. Hence f(w) differs by a bounded function in the neighborhood of the

point arfnfinity from};(w). Thus, it is necessary only to consider the growth of J;(w) as w-+oo in

order to determine the behavior of f(w) at large w. As w tends to infinity, the first term of

Sterling's formula for the gamma function

f(z) - V27rlz exp(z·ln(z) - z) (A4.2)

may be used. Substitution of (A4.2) into };(w) leads to the asymptotic form

J;(w) - p(w) exp[ -(wal7r)In2]
w3n

To ensure that fl(w) has an algebraic growth as w tends to infinity, p(w) is chosen to be

Kexp[(wal7r)In2], where K is a constant which is to be chosen by imposing condition iv). The

choice of p(w) leaves };(w) and consequently f(w) to behave as l!wn as w tends to infinity. This is

a proper form for the field. Now f(w) becomes
CXl 2

Kexp[(wal7r)In2]' (w - 1'0)II (w - 1'n)(w - l'-n) -.!!:- exp(waln7r)

f( ) n=1 2n7rw= ----!._---L. _

(w + f 0)(w - f o):iI: [-.!!...-] (fm - w)exp(walm7r)
m=1 m7r

Condition iv) requires that
lim(w + fo}f{w) = 1 - expUl/J)
w--ro

Thus,
CXl

[l - expUl/J)]exp[(foal7r)In2]'2fo'II (fm - f o)
K = m_=l """--~'-- _

(f0 + 1'o):iI: (f0 + l'n)(f0 + l'-n) [-.!!:-] 2exp( - f oalm7r)
n=1 2n7r

Substituting (A4.4) into (A4.3) leads to equation (2.16).

(A4.4)

A4.2. Determination of the Reflection Coefficient

For B" equation (2.15) is valid, thus

B = 1 lim(w - f )f{w)
n 1 + (-I)n+lexpUl/J) ......r. n

If the waveguides can propagate only one mode, only the case n.=O has to be considered. Then
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1. lim(w-ro)f{w)
1-exPUt{;x)w-+r•

....,.--_1----,-,--,.--:-lim{(W-ro)(l-exPUl/t)exp[(w+rO>(al-lf')In2]' _2_r_o _ w-'Yo -C(W)}
1-expUl/t)w-+r. r o+'Yo (w+ro)(w-r0>

where:

Thus

c(w) ~

00 2IT (w-'Yn)(w-'Y -n) ~ exp(walmr)

iI (ro+'Yn)(ro+'Y-n> [-.!!-] 2exp(-roaln7l')
n=1 2n7l'

a
m7l'

(A4.5)

2r r - 'Y
Bo = exp[2ro(al 71')1n2] - 0 - 0 0 - c(r0)

r o + 'Yo r o + r o

= r
o

- 'YOexP{2j [Iro'- a ln2 - Lln(C(ro»)] }ro + ro 71' 2

In arriving at (A4.5), the notation r o = jlrol is used. Now, an expression for ~ln(C(ro») has to

be found.

(A4.6)

Essentially, (A4.6) contains terms as In (~] . To further evaluate these terms, consider the
1 - x

following definition
z

tan-1z = I 1 ~tt2' zEC\.(-joo,-j] U [jjoo)

A property of this function in the denoted interval is

tan-lUx) = jf dt = /; [ 1. + 1.] dt
i 1 + t 2 2! 1 - it 1 + it

With the substitution of p : = -jt this is
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tan-lUx) = ~r [_1_ + _1_JdP= ~(ln(l+x) - In(l-x)) = LIn (~J! l+p I-p 2 I-x

Then

This yields

B
o

= ro- 'YoexP {-j2 [_ a 1rol ln2 + Etan- I Irol
ro + 'Yo 7r n=1 'Yn

This is (2.17).
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